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ABSTRACT 

Lynn Coleman 
M.Phil mini-thesis, Centre for Adult and Continuing Education, 
Faculty of Education, University of the Western Cape. 

The nature of lifelong learning in the context of a South African technikon is the 
investigation focus of this mini-thesis. It argues for the adoption of a holistic and 
humanistic conceptualization to lifelong learning in this context. The argument that the 
implementation of lifelong learning has significant implications for all aspects in the 
functioning of a higher education institution, is supported. 

An interpretative case study approach is used to investigate ther the learning and 
teaching processes current! used IJy sub'ect fee urers in the chanical Engineering 
Department at Peninsula cbnikon re suggortiv..e f i eo g e ming teaching and 
learning processes suggeste-d- by-the Candy-Stady-(199zt.}~an-d Cape Town Statement 
(2001 ). Based on the cas s udy r~sults he complex~T of introducing a holistic and 
humanistic lifelong learning..-pbrrosophy t ire©t r:id shapel~,r rriio lum and pedagogical 
developments are raised. The interrelated nature of the classroom structures with those 
espoused by the institutioi'li s i w ·al~ is rec nisieci. -P~ i:nrni-ttiesis also highlights the 
value of the systematic and holistic approach to implementing lifelong learning in higher 
education as proposed by the Cape Town Statement. It argues that without such an 
approach the kinds of curriculum and pedagogical formulations proposed by the Candy 

Study is unlikely to be implemented at a classroom level. The case study also reveals 
that when accepting Belanger's (1994) framework, the interrelated nature of learning 

activities undertaken during the life cycle must be acknowledged. It is therefore 
counterproductive to consider only one aspect of learning i.e. higher education without 
considering the impact of other parts i.e. initial and diffuse learning environments. 

The study concludes by offering implementation possibilities for lifelong learning teaching 
and learning approaches in higher education in South Africa. A key issue includes the 

acknowledgement that holistic and humanistic strategies represent a visionary yet 
complex approach to higher education requiring major structural, pedagogical and 
curriculum interventions. 
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Introduction 

Contextual Rationale for the research study 

Post 1994 heralded South Africa's rapid entry into the global economy and 

market place. In order to successfully compete in a .highly competitive global 

economy the South African education system needs to "provide quality 

learning, (that) is responsive to the ever changing influences of the external 

environment and promotes the development of a nation that is committed to life-long 

learning" (SAQA: 2000; 3). Government departments, in their education and 

training policy documents, have expressed such sentiments, but calls to foster 

and develop lifelong learning are increasingly being made by institutions of 

higher education. Peninsula Technikon' s (Pentech) mission statement makes 

calls to " ... foster lifelong learning" . What however. does the adoption of such 

Lifelong learning is 

appropriately skilled 

· g) and structures 

tions like Pentech? 

~rcµHErtE~~~~f!jm;~~~~Jreasingly industry 

requires graduates h fl v • er Grm 'ob ;r specif~ functions, but are 
J .... o t1u~ 

required to be flexible, multi-skilled, able to work in' a team environment and .. .. 
have critical thinkllig and roblem olvmg " sMi ls. • More humanistic 

approaches view lifelong learning in a broader context promoting the 

development of the individuals who can participate not only in the 

workplace, but also within civil society. Concerns for social justice and equity 

also underscore these considerations. The question is how do current methods 

of teaching and learning within engineering education at technikons help to 

develop the certain skills and abilities and what assistance if any can the 

pedagogical approaches of lifelong learning bring to this scenario? 
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Introduction 

Motivation for research study 

Having worked at Peninsula Technikon for more than four years and most 

recently in the Engineering Faculty, I have often wondered about the types of 

teaching methods commonly used. A lifelong learning approach to pedagogy, 

(promoted by Candy et al's description of undergraduate courses, and the 

Cape Town Statement's teaching and learning processes) offer a new and 

dynamic approach to learning and teaching within a South African context. 

Before introducing new approaches it is important to establish and define 

what current teaching and learning methods are used in academic classes at 

Pentech. Secondly, current methods must be assessed using the teaching and 

learning framework proposed by the above documents. Insights genera~ed by 

the above interrogation the ~iabHi_ty of using these pedagogical and 

curriculum approach:ers ......... -=~...,.,.""""""'""""=-~.,,..---==-=:.:; 

then gained. 

not fully researched, 

especially how these ter lifelong learning. 

It would be usefu~~~~~~~~~a~p~p~e~n~s;1~·n§e~n~gllieering education 

classrooms at Pente , im ;r of) tl~sciribing the types of 
.I • ~ 

teaching and learning meth ds m ost ommonl)f us~d T.hei mportance of such . 
I 

research will firstly, resonate at an institutional level where on one level 

descriptions of current teaching and learning approaches can be made and on 

another level to introduce the possibilities of lifelong learning. Secondly, on a 

broader level the research might provide new insights into current 

understandings of lifelong learning teaching and learning practices. 

Conceptual framework of the research study 

The initial conceptualization of lifelong learning in this thesis was framed by 

Belanger's (1994) definition of lifelong learning. Lifelong learning is viewed as 

the totality of all learning activities undertaken during the life cycle. Belanger 
2 
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Introduction 

provides a useful analytic framework for these learning activities, separating 

these activities into three specific constituent elements, viz Initial education, 

Adult education and Diffuse learning environments. Belanger' s work 

provides a firm base from which to explore the complexity and contradictory 

nature of lifelong learning. The exploration started with a simplistic 

polarization of humanistic and human capital approaches. Further research 

highlighted the limitations and one-sided nature of such an approach, clearly 

failing to account for more sophisticated interpretations of the debates 

ranging within current lifelong learning discourses. The duality of lifelong 

learning is exposed due to this process, acknowledging that any 

conceptualization of lifelong learning is informed ultimately by a political and 

ideological position. Active citizenship eonceetualizations were introduced as 

reside in the more 

t of this exploratory 

process is a conce·~p~~~~~~~~;~~~~~~-at is systematic, 

sophisticated, acknow J~es tli'eT HG>~· it_l, so io-oul taJ and economic needs 

of South Africa with(;mt n~glecting the umanis_µc val11es embedded in any 
I ' °ti 

learning and teaching activity. 

Higher education presents a unique dimension to conceptualizations of 

lifelong learning. The contextual and learning realities of South Africa further 

represent key challenges and demands for framing lifelong learning in this 

environment. Engaging with these debates highlighted the pivotal position of 

access and equity considerations and the possible contributions lifelong 

learning approaches can make. The debates confirmed the value of Belanger's 

framework and contextualised the learning, teaching and curriculum 

approaches proposed by the Candy Study (1994) and Cape Town Statement 

(2001). The visionary and transformative nature of a humanistic and holistic 
3 
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Introduction 

approach to lifelong learning is stressed. Also raised are the levels of 

transformation needed within higher education if such notions of lifelong 

learning are to be actively and adequately embraced. 

The research into the conceptual realities of lifelong learning and its 

application to higher education institutions provides a useful grounding for 

both the research topic and the research problem. The research process 

provides the necessary focus and perspective in relation to the aims and 

objectives of the study. It resulted in the adjustment of the research title 

moving from an assessment of teaching and learning methods to ascertain if they 

subscribe to a lifelong learning perspective to the current title Implementing lifelong 

learning at a technikon in South Africa. :i:ae new title is a reflection of an 

,_....::.;:=-t0-=----Uiooil.=.-....:::...:...-be developed only 

n enabling system 

d regulates lifelong 

learning practices in all 

Methodological framewor -

T lERS 
The key research prob~em;i .ta invesf ate and in~erro$ te the teaching and 

learning approaches commonly subscribed to fu the engineering education 

setting of Pentech. The main research question of the research study therefore 

focuses on the learning and teaching practices in the classroom. 

In what ways are the learning and teaching methods used by the Mechanical 

Engineering Design III lecturers at Peninsula Technikon supportive of the lifelong 

learning teaching and learning processes as suggested by Candy et al (1994) and the 

Cape Town Statement (2001). 

The topic is investigated from a holistic and humanistic perspective on 

lifelong learning. The Candy Study (1994) and the Cape Town Statement's 

(2001) proposals provide the framework from which the pedagogical and 
4 
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curriculum features are interrogated. The Candy Study suggests three 

categories linked to learning and teaching approaches viz. the characteristics 

of the teaching staff, the teaching methods used and more broadly speaking 

various curriculum related issues. A similar categorization is evident in the 

Cape Town Statement. 

Research Design 

The theoretical paradigm informing the research study is a qualitative 

approach embedded in the interpretive traditions. The research study can be 

described as descriptive, basic and qualitative in nature The unit of analysis 

being investigated is the lecturers responsible for the Design III course in the 

Mechanical Engineering Department at Fentech. The phenomenon described 

in the study is lifelong,...;.:l~e~a~·!:!_O:~~~~~~;:::~~ 

wide framework as pro 

teaching and learnin~g~p~r;;o:;c;;es~s~e~s~~~~~~~~~~ 
classroom level. The s itly b)J co_T_~-~= 

to be naturalistic, holis~c a,r;u\ inducti:v . 

u Ii~tiv Kamework attempts 

(~ ... PE 

Using a case study methodology in the research study is motivated by the 

rationale proposed by Merriam (1991). She suggests that a 11 
•• • case study is 

often the best methodology for addressing problems related to educational 

practice in which understanding is sought to improve practice" (Merriam, 

1991:xiii). The following research techniques ensure that design coherence is 

achieved. 

The unit of analysis for the study is the social unit of lecturers associated with 

the Design III subject in the Mechanical Engineering diploma course at 

Pentech. The sample includes two lecturers (the current and recent past 

lecturer for the subject) and the curriculum designer responsible for the re-
5 
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curriculation process undertaken by the department in 1999-2000. Three 

sources of data collection are used in the study viz. 1) Documents - course 

design material, strategic plans, statistical data, vision and mission statements 

of the institution, faculty and department, student yearbooks and general 

institutional information presented on the institutions' website; 2) Interviews 

with two lecturers and a curriculum developer - these will take the form of in

depth semi-structured interviews with at least the three key staff mentioned 

above; and 3) Basic statistical information - obtained via a biographical 

questionnaire completed by the current student Design III subject cohort to 

ascertain a student profile. The data analysis process uses thematic 

identification and descriptions to define the data. Relationships between 

research setting, is con 

Faculty and head of th 

e interviewees), and 

r emerges from the 

and supported the re-searc;Jl study. Pseud nyzris f~r a I. respondents are used 
..... 

to ensure confidentiality. In addition each respondent was sent.a summary of 

their own interview for confirmation to ensure the validity of their statements 

during the interviews. 

Chapter overview 

Chapter one introduces the concept of lifelong learning. The key purposes of 

the chapter are to provide meanirig and clarification for lifelong learning and 

to formulate a conceptual framework to guide the empirical research of the 

study. The historical development of the term is traced from its adult 

education roots to more contemporary usages. Detailed descriptions of the 
6 
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humanistic, human capital and active citizenship perspectives on the concept 

are covered. Particular focus is devoted to Belanger' s (1994) 

conceptualizations as the grounding perspective for the analysis of the other 

approaches. Lifelong learning in higher education becomes the focus of 

chapter two. The nature and significance of lifelong learning forms in higher 

education are presented and the fundamental implications for pedagogical 

and curriculum approaches are noted. The contextual realities of higher 

education in South Africa are described. The imperatives for the 

implementation of holistic and humanistic lifelong learning approaches in 

higher education are advanced. Finally, detailed descriptions of the lifelong 

learning teaching and learning processes advocated by the Candy Study 

(1994) and the Cape Town Statement (2001) are presented. Chapter three 

contextual 

describing the researr h parti ipan gender, race and 
I I 

educational and institutional status indicators. Finally, a thematic depiction of 

the case study is presented focusing on the following issues; how lifelong 

learning is viewed by the case study staff, the department and institution; 

characteristics of the case study teaching staff; teaching approaches including 

how learning is facilitated within the case study; and general curriculum 

issues as they relate both to the case study classroom but broadly to the whole 

Mechanical Engineering diploma. Notions of the curriculum structure, the 

underlying culture or ethos it promotes, along with the skills and knowledges 

it aims to facilitate, are described. Finally, lecturers' perC:eptions of their 

students and their learning behaviour are also presented. The interpretation 

and analysis of the research study are presented in chapter five. The analysis 
7 
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process reveals that not only are the teaching and learning processes of the 

case study classroom complex, but they are also dependent and influenced by 

a range of factors that literally resided outside the domain of the class 

environment i.e. departmental and institutional organisations and structures. 

The analysis is presented using thematic categories and is combined to 

suggest some overarching interpretations of the case study as concluding 

points. The concluding chapter articulates some of the case study insights 

representing certain possibilities within higher education for the 

implementation of lifelong learning approaches advanced by the Candy Study 

(1994) and Cape Town Statement (2001). 

UN I'lERSIT"\r l~f tJu .. 

WESTERN (~ ... PE 

8 
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Chapter One 

Debates about the nature and purpose of education in all its forms, in both 

common sense and more theoretical circles, can be traced back to the 

inceptions of western styled learning centers in Aristotle's Greece. 

Throughout history these debates have taken many forms and have 

reflected the economic, political and social influences of the time. In the 

same vain the concept of lifelong learning first introduced or noted in the 

late 1960' s has followed a similar route. The core issue at the heart of the 

phenomenon is society's grappling with the issue of what purpose 

education is supposed to serve. Moreover these conceptualizations of 

lifelong learning also seem to reflect and be influenced by the dominant 

socio-economic and political discourses of the day, which have inade their 

impact felt on all aspects of the eclucationa debate. Any historical review 

,......,. ....................................... ..._"""""";....._,'""i=ili~I=if=efong learning will 

:::::::.I 
debate around the purpose of education1. This aoes not fiowever preclude 

J. T 1 
that the common u:nde standihgs... ~r e:or.etical tj'r ith<tf m atter) of the 

concept is homogeneous. ~C\theli-as with any :hjuitful deibate and search for 

meaning related to a social concept such as education, the process is 

characterized by divergent meanings, influences and conceptualizations. 

In the last two decades most countries have witnessed rapid and far

reaching technological, economic, political and socio-cultural changes. 

These changes most commonly associated with the term globalization, 

have affected most countries in the world on economic, political and socio

cultural fronts. Globalization is characterized as a "multifaceted process 

entailing a growing worldwide interconnectedness of structure, culture 

and agency and a paralleled de-differentiation of traditional boundaries" 

(Archer: 1991:13 in Christie, 1997:114). Similarly Webster and 

Bezuidenhout suggest that globalization is a set of ideas and practices that 

9 
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Chapter One 

operate on a political, cultural, economic and ideological level (2000:1). Its 

most common manifestations are in the economic and ideological arenas. 

Castells confirms this by suggesting that although globalization is 

multidimensional, it can be better understood starting with its economic 

dimension (2000:4). 

On the ideological level it is most commonly associated with the re

emergence of neo-liberal economic and social thought. The emphasis is 

placed on the values of the economic market and the individual. (Webster 

and Bezuidenhout, 2000:1). 

On the economic level its most commoJ'l · denpfying aspects according to 

well documented b 

\\TEST 

· , n, particularly its 

to education, are 

Faced with rapid change permeating through all dimensions of its social 

fabric, nations in both the 'north' and 'south' have been forced to 

reconsider their position in relation to the purpose and function of 

education. Within this climate the term lifelong learning and lifelong 

education has risen to its current state of prominence over the past decade. 

South Africa has not been spared by these developments, especially after 

the birth of its new democracy in 1994 and the formidable task of having to 

address the legacy of apartheid inequalities and 'catch-up' to the 

globalization trends set by the countries in the 'north'. 

1 Also see Duke, 2000:3 
10 
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Chapter One 

The South African education ministry like its counterparts across the 

world and various other national and international non-governmental 

organisations, education and economic agencies and intergovernmental 

organisations like UNESC02, OECD3 and the EU4 have mcreasingly used 

the concept of lifelong learning and lifelong education to convey its 

educational and moral philosophy to others. South Africa's National 

Qualifications Framework, is a " ... set of principles and guidelines by 

which records of learner achievement are registered to enable national 

recognition of acquired skills and knowledge .. . ", has been promoted as an 

integrated system that will encourage lifelong learning (SAQA, 2000:3). In 

a more local setting and the site of the empirical research associated with 

out to " ... develop 

students who are 

context to an increasing nee 

indicate its willingne1 s. v· 

inequalities and ineffi ien¢~s in educational P)E>Vi~io s.6 

nd challenges of 

The strategy of 

the past 

A review of policy documents (in South Africa and abroad) and the 

literature on the topic reveals the strong emphasis currently being placed 

on the value of promoting a culture of lifelong learning. It also reveals the 

multiple and often contradicting meanings, conceptualisations and 

purposes associated with this, at times, simplistic concept. In relation to 

the policy documents a key shortcoming is the failure of many of these 

policies to put forward a distinct conceptual understanding and 

2 See United Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural Organisation:-UNESCO's Delors Report, 1996 
Learning the treasure within . 
3 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, (1996) cited in Rubenson, K & Schuetze, H 
~2000:355) 

European Union (2000) A memorandum on Lifelong learning 
5 See Peninsula Technikon's Mission statement: - Appendix 1 

11 
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Chapter One 

framework for lifelong learning. It includes acknowledging the many 

complexities associated with, on the one hand the meaning attached to the 

concept and on the other hand, its implementation possibilities and 

constraints. 

The purpose of this chapter is therefore to clarify what the concept of 

lifelong learning means and to formulate a conceptual framework that will 

guide the empirical research associated with this mini-thesis. In order to 

achieve this objective the chapter will be structured as follows: Firstly, it 

will attempt to trace the historical development of the term from its adult 

education roots and note how the adoption of the term has in some 

of teaching to that of learning. 

Particular focus will rl>e de-voted t Belanget:s onoe )Ualisations as the 
i I I 

grounding perspective for the analysis of the other theoretical approaches. 

J E r of t t .. 
• I 

Historical developments ot,th concept I ' elong ~e,ni g 

Based on the prominence ascribed to the concept of lifelong learning in the 

past decade or so, one would be forgiven in assuming that it is a ·fairly 

recent concept. Rather the idea and belief that learning and education 

should continue throughout the duration of an individual's life is not a 

new one (Cropley, 1989; Lengrand, 1989;Cave, 1981 and Duke, 2000). 

Many authors identify the emergence of the terms lifelong education and 

lifelong learning as being associated with various conferences on adult 

education hosted by UNESCO in the late 1960's and early 1970's 

(Gustavsson, 1997:238; Korsgaard, 1997:18 and Himmelstrup, 1981). 

6 See policy documents published by the Department of Education (1997) and Department of Labour 
(1997) 

12 
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Chapter One 

However King suggested that the phrase "lifelong education" was given 

prominence through the work of Richard Livingston during the 1930' s and 

1940's in Britain (1999:111). Here the term was generally understood to 

" ... refer to cultural 'extras' or some sort of polishing on working life after 

formal schooling had finished" (King, 1999:111). What is clear therefore is 

that the terms are certainly not new corners to the discourse of education 

and more specifically adult education. In addition Jarvis highlights an 

even earlier inclusion to the discourse of lifelong learning through the 

work of Yeaxlee in 1929, who was the first to write a major book on 

lifelong education (1999:256). 

shift from using 

so suggested that 

this shift in terminal the prominent 

ideological discourses of the day. 

T R '"l IT \ 7 l~f th r! 
From lifelong ediwation to lVeZ.On~ lemming 

UNESCO first introduced the concept of lifelong education during its 2nd 

International Conference on adult education in 1960 (Himmelstrup, 

1981:12). Many of the initial debates about lifelong education / learning 

came out of the ranks of the adult education community (Himrnelstrup, 

1981:12 and Gustavsson, 1997:238). Furthermore it is proposed that until 

the late 1970's most people even regarded the term lifelong education as 

being synonymous with 'adult education' and 'popular enlightment' 

(Hirnmelstrup, 1981:12-13). Himmelstrup notes that as a result of the 

marginal position adult education7 typically found (and still finds) itself in, 

in most countries it was difficult to" ... give the concept the necessary force 

to make a political breakthrough." (1981:12-13). While identifying with 

Himmelstrup' s position, Gustavsson contends that concepts like recurrent 

13 
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Chapter One 

education and lifelong education appeared as a result of attempts to 

legitimize the need for adult education in society (1997:237). Crucial in 

signaling lifelong learning's acceptance into the educational debate was 

the 1972 UNESCO Report 'Learning to be' (Himmelstrup, 1981:16-17). The 

practical consequences of the views expressed in this report, was to regard 

lifelong education as the master concept for educational policy 

(Himmelstrup, 1981:17). 

Around the 1980's the position of UNESCO, in relation to its notions of 

lifelong education /learning, was considerably weakened. The OECD, 

who professed a more economistic position, began to exert more influence 

education discipline 

humanistic position 

strategy 

concept of lifelong oeducatio 

proposed the 

Recurrent education from if beginnings, emerged from the perspective of 

the labour market. Its reintroduction in the early 1980's, recurrent 

education considered" ... human beings as calculating their own advantage 

and often referred to the individual as the 'Economic Man'8" (Gustavsson, 

1997:238). Furthermore recurrent education dealt mainly with post

compulsory education, emphasizing the close ties between education and 

the world of work (Himmelstrup, 1981:20). Clearly a shift in the current 

socio-economic and ideological discourses of the day was starting to 

impact on the conceptualization and meanings attached to educational 

concepts.9 This shift confirmed Gelpi's assertion that " ... educational 

7 see Duke, 2000:2-3 for a brief description of this position 
s Gesser, 1985 
9 These issues will be dealt with in more detail in the next section of this chapter. 

14 
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Chapter One 

ideologies have been and are closely linked on one hand to social and 

economic factors and on the other hand to political, religious and social 

ideologies" (1985:8). Educational policy (embodied in the use of lifelong 

learning) can only be understood within its socio-economic and political 

context (Wallis, 2001:10). A result of these developments and shifts, 

lifelong education starts to embody particular meanings and associations 

with more nee-liberal ideologies. Another key indicator of this shift in 

meaning is seen in the trend of other government departments and 

ministries such as labour and finance getting involved in educational 

policy planning (Korsgaard, 1997 & Longworth and Davies, 1996). It is 

within this arena that shifts from the term 'lifelong education' to 'lifelong 

learning' increasingly using starts to -hep-pen. 

f the provision of 

g earnmg""IS-seen as an integral 

g e ists wi in ffl)e otion of lifelong 
.... -· 

education. Education, or ~rga:p,ized earning programmes are usually 

regarded as the responsibility of The state wnil~ the responsibility for 

learning generally resides in the realm of the individual. With shifts to 

embrace nee-liberal discourses of education, a crucial shift in the decreased 

level of state responsibility for education was signaled, with more 

responsibility being placed on the individual's shoulders for education and 

learning. As Edwards and Usher confirms, the increasing use of the term 

'learning' favoured over the term 'education' affirms the significant place 

of learners in opposition to the institutional form (1998:84). Thus this shift 

appears to favour the individual and 'client' rather than the provider and 

system (Duke, 2000:8). Progressively education across the globe is 

experiencing what Longworth and Davies describe as a paradigm change 

towards putting the focus on learning and on individual responsibilities to 

define learning and make an investment in it (1996:21). These authors also 

15 
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Chapter One 

suggest that the change in thinking about education and the increased 

urgency in promoting a lifelong learning approach to education are 

spurred on by, among other things, the impact of globalization (and its 

accompanying ideologies), technological changes and the focus on the 

individual (1996:25).10 

This short attempt to trace the historical developments of the concept had 

led to the following conclusions. Firstly, the notion of lifelong learning / 

education is not a new one; rather its first formal descriptions can be traced 

back to the 1930's in Britain. However, it is generally accepted that 

UNESCO introduced it to international audiences and educational debates 

through its promotion in the 1960's~ ~COllQlY-, its first conceptualizations 

education was regar 

e o er arc ~~ PPl~e to the current 

position of using th term, lii,elong le nin~ Lifelo:g.g 1-arning is now seen 
I I 

as being synonymous with lifelong education. Lastly, this process of 

tracing the historical dynamics associated with the concept of lifelong 

learning has helped to provide a backdrop for the next discussion focus of 

this chapter. Attempts will be made to unpack the various meanings 

attached to the concept while providing a more critical and detailed 

exploration of the contextual framing of these meanings. 

The meaning of lifelong learning and its contextual framing 

the phrase 'lifelong learning' and 'lifelong education' is a 
marvelous slogan and rallying cry around which diverse 
groups will unify, under the illusion that they share some 
common goals and means for achieving them... (Penelope 
Richardson (1981:211), Director of Lifelong Learning Project for the 
United States Government, 1976-1978) 

1° Further comments on this position is noted by Duke, 2000:9 
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Richardson's comment is perhaps a fitting departure point for the 

discussion on what the concept of lifelong learning actually means. It 

points to two key aspects that will be discovered through any exploration 

of the meaning attached to this concept. Firstly, the concept has and 

continues to be used and seen as a unifying or 'promotional banner' 

(Preston, 1999) under which diverse problems ranging from education, the 

economy and social evils can be solved. Secondly, it exposes the fallacy 

which suggests that irrespective of who is using the term, its meaning is 

the same, hereby hinting at the breadth and complexity in attempts to find 

a common meaning of the concept. 

Many commentators in the field :w:oulcl r-:ecognize the broad scope and 

range attached to ~.;1;,1,1,l~!::!:±l~~~:i.........::~~~~~lifelong learning 

97; Candy et al, 

rookfield, 1994; 

rally hundreds of 

hand this quality is seen as a weak~ess~Gustavsson, 19?l 238) as it is seen 

to be applicable for any purpose, rendering it an empty concept and 

unable to face the problems in adult education. Furthermore, as Larsson 

suggests, because it has all these meanings associated with it, lifelong 

learning risks losing its richness and precision as a concept (1997:251). As a 

result becoming " ... too useful for too many purposes ... " rendering its 

meaning 'obscure' and 'meager' (Larsson, 1997:251). However, on the 

other hand its broadness and ambiguity is regarded as one of its strengths. 

While it makes defining lifelong learning a difficult task, this in turn allows 

the term to be used and · applied in different contexts and accepted as a 

" ... universally good thing" (Preston, 1999:565). One could argue that it is 

precisely this particular quality that has allowed it to be used in a variety 

of contexts it currently enjoys, both nationally and in more global arenas. 
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In search of a meaning 

Candy et al's(1994:xi) comment that lifelong learning is generally 

considered to be a very broad and comprehensive idea is a useful starting 

point in setting up the difficulty in trying to find a neat and all inclusive 

definition for the meaning of lifelong learning. In attempting to find a 

meaning, a practical place to start is to consider the more common sense 

understandings of the concept. A simple dissection of the term would 

literally suggest learning throughout one's life, as Longworth and Davies 

simply described it: 11 
•• .lifelong learning is both lifelong and about 

learning"(1996:21). Thus at a simplistic level it is about the provisi_on of 

and Brookfield, 

dividuals life it 

common sense 

meanings of the concept. •..,, ~ 

Walters and Watters indicate that as a starting point, lifelong learning 

includes all types and levels of learning irrespective of its content, form or 

location (2000:5 and Walters, 1999(a): 578). Himmelstrup attempts to 

provide more focus to the kind of learning, by suggesting that lifelong 

learning is about 11 
.. • the opportunity for individuals to engage in 

purposeful and systematic learning during the periods of their lives when 

this opportunity is most relevant." (1981:6). Similarly in the Candy et al 

study, lifelong learning is considered to be . " ... a very broad and 

comprehensive idea .. .It included ... all formal, non formal and informal 

learning whether intentional or unintentional, occurring throughout the 

lifespan." (1994:xi). Gelpi starts to define who the learners are in more 
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detail, by putting forward that lifelong education (learning) is about the 

education and learning(s) of children, young people and adults in both 

formal and non formal educational and learning environments and 

provided via either institutional supports or through a process of self 

development (1985:181). This definition highlights and points to the cross

sectional nature of lifelong learning, which suggests that it is not only 

limited to formal education but also includes adult community education, 

workplace-based learning opportunities as well as access to the various 

learning chances present in society via libraries, museums, the internet 

etc ... (Walters, 1999(a): 578). For Edwards and Usher this quality associated 

with lifelong learnmg implies the boundlessness attached to learning. Thus 

predetermined outcomes, formal ros:timtiens and epistemological control 

Moreover, through 

el" views lifelong 

learning as a boundless G:ategory, i.e. learning can b about anything, 
I ' 

happen in a variety of contexts and locations and can be undertaken at any 

stage of any individual's life. This view of lifelong learning therefore 

represents an all-inclusive conceptualization of learning. 

Belanger' s conceptualization of lifelong learning 

The work of Paul Belanger while acknowledging that lifelong learning in 

each society refers to the totality of learning activities, provides a useful 

analytic framework that separates these activities into three specific 

constituent elements viz. Initial education, Adult education and Diffuse 

learning environments (1994:354). 
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Initial Education 

Initial education accounts for both the formal, informal and non-formal 

educational activities undertaken during the formative years of our lives 

and would include pre-primary, primary and secondary education. It thus 

includes all continuous educational processes young people participate in 

before their adult life (Belanger, 1994:354). It also includes learning 

opportunities created in the home, through the cultural environment and 

the ·value placed on these activities. Based on the fact that educational 

development is seen as a life endeavour and tends to be a cumulative one, 

individuals who received better and longer initial education seem to 

participate more in learning activities in their adult life (Belanger, 1994:355 . 

& Walters & Watters, 2000:9). ConYel'S€:!J',Jim.ited initial education tends to 

produce low rates of ,..,-....... -=--r~"""""=.[i,.;;..,..,;;,;;,;,..,;;;;;;.......,ii.iiiii=;;.;;.:;:.:.::; 

during this stage also tends te determme Reoples', edtlicational life courses 
I I 

(in Walters, 1999(b): 218, also see . Walters, 2001:112). Initial education 

therefore is a crucial element in determining how learning will be viewed 

and valued in the other learning constituents. 

Adult Education 

Adult education activities include all learning opportunities undertaken 

during various stages of one's adult life (in Walters, 1999(b):218). Belanger 

describes adult education in the following way: 

the entire body of organised educational processes whatever 
the content, level and methods, formal or otherwise, 
whether prolonging or replacing initial education whereby 
persons regarded as adults by society develop their abilities, 
enrich their knowledge, improve their technical or 
professional qualification. (1994:377) 
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This might include literacy training, part-time registration at post

secondary institutions or attending to personal development goals through 

education. As opposed to initial education, adult education provisions are 

diffused over many different structures and organisations (in Walters, 

1999(b): 218-219). 

Diffuse learning environment 

The assumption that learning does not only take place through organised 

education, formal and non-formal processes forms the basis of the 

meaning attached to the idea of the diffuse learning environment. It also 

describes or accounts for the impact of socio-cultural life contexts of 

educational settings ( 

attitudes towards learni~g anq. .. the 

formal and non

them (Belanger, 

learning in the family or immediate environment. For example if going to 

school is regarded as a key priority and valued, it would also include the 

availability of books and attitudes towards written communications, the 

presence of libraries, museums and the media. These would all be 

regarded as cultural factors influencing educational aspirations and 

learning achievements in initial and adult education (Belanger, 1994:360.). 

Walters summarizes Belanger' s notion of the three dimensions of lifelong 

educations by suggesting that the recognition of these dimensions and 

their relationship to each other leads to the acknowledgement that no 

educational policy can ignore the media, cultural industries, libraries and 

museums (1999(b): 219). 
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Paul Belanger's (1994) concept of lifelong learning has its starting point 

with the learner rather than the provider (in Walters, 1999(b): 218) and 

conveys the meaning that learning and education are possible at any age. It 

includes learning both in the formal education system and through 

everyday life (i.e. social movements, home and work) thus incorporating 

formal, non-formal and information education. Lifelong learning is seen as 

integrative in horizontal (between home, community, media and work) 

and vertical (between different life stages) ways (Walters, 1999(b): 218; 

Gustavsson, 1997: 239). As a result Belanger argues that lifelong learning 

exists in all societies in different forms and as people move through 

different stages of their lives. Furthermore, there are 'many lifelong 

educations' as in each society lifelong earning refers to the totality of 

Walters, 1999(b): 218). 

Vertical integration essentially acknowledges that learning experiences are 

part of a network of learning, which might commence in the past and 

stretch ahead unbroken into the future (Cropley, 1989:10). The various 

stages of learning as we move through life is therefore described through 

the process of vertical integration. (Gustavsson, 1997:239). It suggests an 

understanding of the need to create coherence within the education 

system, because it is supposed to cover the whole lifespan of the 

individual. Rather than assuming unification or conformity, it stresses 

coherence and taking the entirety into consideration. Vertical integration 

underscores that no part of the education system is an end in itself 

(Himmelstrup, 1981:17). Other authors also refer to vertical integration as 
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the 'lifelong' aspect of lifelong learning (Walters, 1999(b): 218 and 

Rubenson and Schuetze, 2000:356). 

Horizontal integration comprises all aspects of human life and necessitates 

a widening of the traditional conceptualisation of education to include not 

only formal manifestations of learning but consider the human 

environment in its totality as a source for learning (in Himmelstrup, 

1981:17). Furthermore, the horizontal integrative element would embrace 

not only the obvious education settings such as libraries and museums etc, 

it would also include the home, workplace, recreation and hobbies etc, 

(Cropley, 1989:10). Hereby putting forward the relationship between 

formal learning and both informal and noll=formal learning environments 

conceptualisation im:f?lies a. bhoad approach to knowledge in that it can be 
I 

gained from many arenas not only in school. It also has a more ho~istic 

view of education in which formal and informal types of learning can be 

integrated with each other and considered in one context (Gustavsson, 

1997:239). In addition as Edwards and Usher argue from a post-modern 

perspective 

(that lifelong learning) signifies that learning could be inside or 
outside educational institutions and not necessarily within the 
modernist educational project and not necessarily bounded by 
what educators would traditionally define as the transmission of 
'appropriate' or 'worthwhile' knowledge (2000:97). 

In summarising Belanger' s viewpoint on lifelong learning, the argument 

put forward by Walters and Watters (2000) is particularly constructive. 

They maintain that by accepting Belanger' s stance on lifelong learning it 

would mean acknowledging 
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That all learning, formal, informal, and non-formal is 
interlinked 

That taking lifelong learning seriously forces us to look at 
learning in ever increasing circles 

That the quality and quantity of learning in that first circle 
determines the pattern of lifelong learning for that individual 

That it does not help to focus on only one aspect (for example 
a sector) without considering the impact on other parts of the 
'whole' (2000:10). 

Theoretical approaches to lifelong learning 

As suggested earlier in this chapter, many definitions and meanings exist 

for lifelong learning. It is therefore crucial to acknowledge that these are 

influenced by various contextual factors operating on ideological, 

economic and socio-cultural fronts. Thus apy: definition of lifelong learning 

One's view o:n the nature and-ptrrpose of~mtton-tsJ central to the 

' el£n_g learning tllat ou hold. Thus 

Soobrayan (1997) argues that lifelong le rning is ern,ploy;ed as a conceptual 
I 

framework, which presents a comprehensive and particular understanding 

of educational priorities, the strategies required to address these and 

finally a fundamental assertion of a radically different and distinct 

pedagogy (cited in Walters, 1999(a): 578). Conceptualisations of lifelong 

learning can also be viewed as a meeting point between different critical 

traditions · sharing an emphasis on examining education and learning 

within a context of societal and cultural historical development (Salling 

Olesen, 2000:407). 

Often the contextual factors operating in society are put forward as 

providing the impetus for the use of particular perspectives on lifelong 

learning. It has been suggested that the re-emergence of lifelong learning 

into its current role has been spurred by the needs of late capitalism 
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(Walters, 2001(a): 2). In particular this includes the rate of changes in 

social, technological, cultural, legal and educational circles throughout the 

world, along with the increasing 'global connectedness' of societies and 

economies. The requirements of late capitalism have stressed the need for 

people who are adaptable and responsive to these changes (Himmelstrup, 

1981:15; Cropley, 1989:9 & Walters, 2001(a): 1). People should therefore be 

capable of continually learning in order to cope with these changes. It has 

also been seen as a means of promoting (OECD, 1996) and solving 

problems (Longworth and Davies, 1996) of employment, economic 

development, democracy, creativity and social cohesion. 

framing any underst 

on an exploration of. 

citizenship approach to lifelong le Nin~ 

momentum, will also be presented. 

Humanistic School of lifelong learning 

concerned with 

Lifelong learning has from its beginnings related to a humanistic tradition 

of education. Encapsulated in this tradition is an understanding that 

human beings are considered capable of learning and developing their 

potential abilities (Gustavsson, 1997:239). Gustavsson links this position to 

the classical approach to education by asserting that even the classical 

motivations for education in society are rooted in mainly humanistic and 

democratic traditions (1997:239). Likewise Korsgaard maintains that when 

UNESCO first introduced lifelong learning, it was clearly associated with a 

humanistic tradition where education is connected with democracy and 
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the development of the individual (1997:18). These humanistic roots are 

clearly evident when reviewing Dave's (1975) thinking at the time. 

Lifelong education is a comprehensive concept which includes 
formal, non-formal and informal learning extended throughout 
the lifespan of an individual to attain the fullest possible 
development in personal, social and professional life ... Learning 
and living are closely intertwined, each enriching the other, thus 
lifelong education becomes a continuous quest for a higher and 
better quality of life (cited in Himmelstrup, 1981:19) 

It is Cave's contention that the concepts' embrace of a humanistic belief of 

development suggests that it seeks to strengthen the links between 

educational pursuits and the life of the workers by identifying education 

with life and holding a dynamic conception of human life (1981:170) . 

A humanistic approac 

. ·gm provides an 

training and its 

his/her needs in the lecrrning env· o ent>rand seek o develop an array of 
) l' ..... (' tJ f~ 

skills, knowledges, attitudes and competencies that would allow the .. 
individual to interact ith their social envi onment. 

Human Capital (or) Human Development School of lifelong learning 

While much evidence has been presented to suggest that historically 

discourses of lifelong learning were firmly rooted within the humanistic 

school, this position has however slowly been eroded. As mentioned 

earlier in this chapter, once the OECD started to exert more influence on 

educational policies so the shift from more humanistic approaches to adult 

education and lifelong learning began to give way to approaches which 

stress the importance of education for economic development (Korsgaard, 

1997:18). Furthermore, Wallis proposes that recently, particularly during 

and after the "neo-liberal experiments of the Reagan - Thatcher era ... " and 

the creation of global markets for goods, services and finance, the 
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dominant discourse of lifelong learning has been linked to human capital 

development (2001:6). The development of human resources has 

increasingly become a key factor in the economy in the wake of 

transformations in the world of work in the modes of production and the 

organisation of work. As a result increasing demands for education 

(particularly adult education) and calls for lifelong learning can be seen in 

light of these· changes and demands for greater competitiveness which in 

turn has led to new demands in relation to qualifications (Belanger, 

1994:363). 

The human capital or human resource development mode of lifelong 

learning, views education in term~ gf the market and investments in 

I 

'organisational learning' and 'workplace based learning', which according 

to Salling Olesen refers to an organisational culture approach. Terms such 

as 'organisational learning' and 'workplace based learning' therefore link 

lifelong learning to constricted management strategies (2000:409). 

Korsgaard provides evidence for this discourse of lifelong learning being 

favoured by Canada and the EU (2001:18).11 In contrast the most striking 

clue that discourses of lifelong learning and education are increasingly 

falling within the ambit of human capital approaches can be seen in the 

increased attention paid to educational policy initiatives by ministries of 

11 Hunt also suggests that similar moves are evident in Blair's Britain (1999:198). 
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Labour, Finance and Employment (Korsgaard, 1997:18-19 & Longworth 

and Davies, 1996:18).12 

Humanistic vs. Human Capital 

Salling Olesen's contention that lifelong learning fulfills a dual role," .. . as 

a vehicle of humanistic political programmes for social autonomy and 

empowerment and a necessary adaptation of humans to their role as 

commodity labour", helps to provide some perspective on the humanistic 

vs. human capital debate (2000:407). As Hunt argues it is not about an 

either-or scenario where you choose one approach above the other. She 

further claims that one cannot only locate lifelong learning entirely within 

the economistic paradigm. If one doe_s this, xou 'obscure' and 'neglect' the 

informed citizenry ca 

including the provisio 

(Hunt, 1999:198). ~=~::=:;;~~~~~~~~ 

ll lERS r J tl p 
-

While the human cap'ta parcidigm of lifelong l~arning relates to the 
I 

economic reasons for education and learning, Gustavsson maintains that a 

serious shortcoming is the fact that it has nothing to say about how the 

learning process works or how to develop the optimal resource in a human 

being (1999:240). Linked to Hunt's notion of 'informed citizenry', Belanger 

suggests that it has been recognized that problems of 11 
• • • the environment, 

population and health cannot be resolved without strategies based on 

social participation and therefore on the empowerment of citizens, (and) 

.. .learning opportunities to increase their social and cultural creativity .. . 11 

(1994:365). Lifelong learning accordiri.gly cannot simply be about human 

resource development; it also needs to direct the participation of 

12 South African legislation also attest to this trend in particular; The Department of Finance (1996) 
Growth, Employment and Redistribution: A macro-economic strategy and The Department of Labour's 
( 1997 & 1998) Green Paper: Skills Development Strategy for economic and employment growth in South 
Africa and its Skills Development Act. 
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individuals in society to contribute and understand their collective role as 

democratic citizens. 

Lifelong learning and active citizenship 

The opinions expressed above by Belanger (1994), Gustavsson(1997) and 

Salling Olesen(2000), highlights the connection between lifelong learning 

and the cultivation of an active and participatory citizenry and resonates 

with Bron's (2001) belief about current shifts in the discourse of lifelong 

learning. Bron argues that the dominant discourse of the EU in the 1990's 

in relation to lifelong learning was an economic one. However, the EU 

Memorandum on Lifelong Learning (2000) signaled the shift in the 

discourse to one, which seeks to develop democracy. She suggests that this 

Historically, adult e u 

citizenship and in man 

in establishing democratic citizenship and social justice. However as shifts 

from adult education to lifelong learning were made so has the notion of 

citizenship become central to debates about lifelong learning, particularly 

in Europe (Korsgaard, 2001:18). How citizenship is defined is however 

mirrored in these shifts. Here Korsgaard proposes that as the move from 

'social citizenship' to 'active citizenship' took place, these were closely 

linked to moves from 'adult education for social justice' to 'lifelong 

learning for active citizenship' (2001:19). 

The EU document (2000) regards active citizenship as 11 

• • • focus(ing) on 

whether and how people participate in all spheres of social and economic 

life .. .feel that they belong to and have a fair say in the society in which 

they live." (2000:5). In addition employability is seen as a core dimension 
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of active citizenship but also a " .. . decisive condition for reaching full 

employment and for improving European competitiveness and prosperity 

in the 'new economy' /1 (EU, 2000:5). It can be argued that here active 

citizenship is interlinked with a more economistic view of development 

and education if it is linked to lifelong learning. 

Martin holds a similar position by arguing that current discourses of 

lifelong learning in terms of the construction of citizenship implicit in it, 

highlights its 11 
•• • narrowly individualistic, instrumental and reductionist" 

tendencies (2000:255). He further states that there are two discourses of 

citizenship, which are currently dominating educational policy and 

practices. Both, argues Martin, are fundamentally economistic in that they 

construct and reduce 

customer/ consumer, 

@cu OJ!l their roles in 

the work and market plaee. ,Gitiz~nship, like lifelong learning is not a 
I ' 

neutral term and while it might imply an inherent goodness or humanism, 

clearly through this discussion on how the concept of active citizenship for 

lifelong learning has recently been used, this does not seem to be the case. 

There seems to be a distinction between lifelong learning for active 

citizenship, which encapsulates more human capital traits, and those, 

which propose active citizenship for democracy, which seems to reside in 

the more humanistic approaches to lifelong learning. 

A conceptual framework for lifelong learning- a conclusion 

In attempting to find a conceptual framework to guide the empirical 

research of this mini-thesis, this chapter has undertaken a brief historical 

review of the developments of lifelong learning. In addition an analysis of 
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the various theoretical positions associated with the concept was made. 

From these two activities it has become .evident that any concept is bound 

by socio-economic and ideological influences impacting on society. No 

concept is neutral or exempt from these influences and through the process 

of attempting to unpack the meaning of lifelong learning this position is 

illustrated. 

However, in order to conduct the research associated with this mini-thesis, 

a suitable meaning needs to be adopted. This means accepting that lifelong 

learning addresses the needs of production (the worker), society (the 

citizen) and culture (human being) to different degrees and at different 

times. When adopting a meaning o Gonceptualization of the concept it 

., ,r ti t .. 

Conceding that more ~cqr;iomistic co ceptualizaJi~ns CJif lifelong learning 

have a partiqtlar purpose in contemporary society, the context of the case 

study in this mini-thesis is an educational institution. In the context of an 

educational setting we need to recognise that we are dealing with 

individuals in a learning environment and the economistic position does 

not adequately account for the learning . processes we will encounter. 

Furthermore South Africa (and Pentech) has a particular context13 and this 

context must be taken into account when selecting an appropriate 

meaning for lifelong learning. Based on these contextual realities, 

Belanger' s holistic and humanistic conceptualizations of lifelong learning 

are accepted as the conceptual framing for this mini-thesis. Firstly, it is not 

13 The educational history of South Africa is marred with gross inequities against Black and women 
citizens. For many of these people access to quality educational provisions at all levels i.e. initial, adult 
and diffuse learning environments, have been restricted. These contextual issues are discussed further in 
the following chapters. 
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narrowly economistic and will account for a multiplicity of learning 

environments particularly the impact of initial and diffuse learning 

environments. Secondly, it acknowledges various conceptualizations of 

knowledge and arenas for its production and it is therefore best suited to 

the case study environment of Pentech. If a definition for lifelong learning 

had to be put forward, the description provided by The National Institute 

for Lifelong Learning Development (NILLD) is favoured as it clearly 

presents a definition, which recognizes the conditions prevalent in South 

Africa. 

lJN I'lERSITY of ti~ 
\VE . T ~1 PE 
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Chapter Two 

In this chapter the focus of exploration narrows and is directed at a specific 

element within Belanger's(1994) notion of adult education namely, Higher 

Education (HE). As suggested in chapter one, the dimensions and meanings 

associated with any concept, particularly lifelong learning is strongly 

influenced by the contextual realities of the site of implementation. It can be 

assumed that within the context of the HE, lifelong learning will take a 

particular form both on a conceptual and implementation level. Firstly, 

lifelong learning in HE will be explored, with attention focused on the nature 

of lifelong learning in the higher education context and the significance to the 

institutional form of implementing lifelong learning. Secondly, the HE context 

of South Africa will be described. Of importance in this description are the 

factors which currently shape the lands.ea_P-e- of HE in South Africa. The impact 

structures. Using 

94) approaches to 

cation institutions 

Study (1994) provides an asses~ment of the teaching an(i. learning approaches 

required to assist in developing lifelong learning competencies. 

Higher education and lifelong learning 

What is higher education? 

Walters suggest that it is customary to divide the work of HE into three 

domains, namely teaching, research and community, with the purpose in each 

of these areas focused on the promotion of the facilitation of learning (1999(a): 

579). Jarvis (2000:1), while acknowledging these key purposes adds that today 

HE's main mission should also be about education for responsible citizens 

and providing for learning throughout life. Identifying with this 
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contemporary view of HE' s purpose, Taylor suggests that the 'development of 

the person' should be the central objective. However employer interest, 

contends that this development should be constructed primarily in economic 

terms i.e. 11 
••• the employable graduate with appropriate flexible and generic 

skills in addition to specific subject-based knowledge" (Taylor, 2001:138-139). 

A further function of HE is linked to its role in the knowledge-economy. HE's 

role here is as a key producer and disseminator of knowledge in addition to 

being the primary agent in the training of" ... knowledge workers who are the 

foot soldiers of globalisation" (Division for Lifelong Learning, 2001:35). 

The above description captures Jarvis's contention that increasingly the role of 

to a contemporary 

f vocational and 

as a philosophical and conceptual fr mewmk ror d fi ing their role in 
~ . . 

education (Walters, 2001(a): 1). Taylor qualifies this statement based on 

research conducted by the Socrates programme under his direction into 

lifelong learning at four universities in Europe. Lifelong learning is beginning 

to make an impact on the policy and culture in HE, but has been unable to 

secure fundamental changes in attitude and practices. While lifelong learning 

is given an increasingly high profile in HE policy statements, Taylor 

concludes that there is a 11 
••• persistent lack of clarity over its definition and 

purposes" . Furthermore, the priority within HE for lifelong learning is often 

given to Continuing Professional development and Continuing Vocational 

Education (Taylor, 2001:130~131). As with meanings associated with lifelong 

learning in general, Taylor comments that similar definitional tensions are 
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present in HE, with lifelong learning being used in two specific ways. On the 

one hand are the commitments relating to widening participation and social 

inclusion as well as skills development, and on the other is a focus on 

instrumental education, reflecting a "market orientated Human -Resource 

Management view of learning" (2001:129). Increasingly, however academics 

are challenging the latter's conceptualization, suggesting that the economistic 

views should be counterbalanced with the development of active or 

democratic citizenship, and related more to addressing concerns of poverty 

and equity (Simons, 2001:3). In this respect Walters' emphasis that lifelong 

learning as a concept within HE should be viewed holistically and 

systematically, accounting for the different phases and levels of learning and 

education environments, not simpl~ 'adult education', cannot be ignored. As 

relegating it to adult education 

domains as suggested 001:4). Based on 
-~~~====~~~ research generated by the Socrates programme, it 1s apparent that at HE level, 

the full and fundamenJ imp 1t ~· p_f lif lo g ;learrang are not fully 

understood and in gene11al ,fl.EI' re only startm& to come to grips with 

lifelong learning (Taylor, 2001: 130-145). The same can be said in relation to 

the HE context in South Africa with Walters and Watters (2000), suggesting 

that South Africa is still in the early stages of developing a comprehensive 

lifelong learning approach. 

Significance of lifelong learning in higher education 

When assessing the significance and value of lifelong learning in HE, Candy 

urges that lifelong learning should be considered as more than just an 

attractive slogan (1996:5). If it is accepted that learning never ends, the 

obvious mandate of a HEI must be to support and foster lifelong learning in 

each of its functions (In Walters, 1999(a):579). Furthermore it is Duke's 
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assertion that the acceptance of the term is a precondition that HE " ... can be 

for all, across society and throughout life" (2000:3). Acknowl~dging this 

argument means that there are implications for many aspects of HE. These 

aspects can broadly be divided into two categories: (1) the provision of 

learning opportunities throughout life, including the arti.culation with 

learning contexts beyond the institution and (2) assisting students, graduates 

and staff to develop attributes and competencies of lifelong learners (Candy, 

1996:5). In providing learning opportunities throughout life the traditional 

culture of HEI' s is challenged. This culture has privileged the provision of 

education to 18-24 year old full-time students through contact-based teaching 

(Walters, 1999(a): 579). With regard to the provision of learning opportunities 

during the life cycle, Candy introduced the notion of "sideways", 

with the initial 

sectors. It implies 

the provision of multip 
~~~~~~~ 

the recognition of prior earrung prov1s10ns (Canay i.nWallt!rs, 1999(a): 580). 

Sideways linkages a utl fo Hy .r latio s~ ( wi diffuse learning _, 

environments like the h0me1 the comm nity ..and the workplace. This would I, r 
signify the provision of academic credit for previous learning activities and 

flexible delivery structures for students.- Finally, forward linkages refer to 

HE' s relationship with its graduates through post-graduate studies, 

continuing education programmes and various forms of outreach. Forward 

l~ages would allow for greater ease of access to postgraduate studies and 

increasing HEI would be seen as "community learning c~nters" (Candy in 

Walters, 1999(a): 580). Expanding Candy's ideas about HE's relationship with 

other learning activities, Walters argues that a holistic view of lifelong 

learning raises important issues about these relationships and linkages. It 

emphasizes not only the need to broaden educational access and provision in 

the various phases in the life cycle, it also fundamentally defines the 
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educational priorities of HE in terms of social purpose and substantive 

democracy (In Simons, 2001:4). 

The development of lifelong learning attributes and skills for students, staff 

and graduates represents fundamental implications in the nature of the 

curriculum and pedagogical approaches adopted by HEI' $. When discussing 

the Candy Study (1994) and the Cape Town Statement (2001) later in the 

chapter, the various implications of attempting to introduce lifelong learning 

approaches within a HE environment will be explored. 

Lifelong learning and Higher Education in the South African context 

e Education Ministry 
r-----c.........o......--......_..-.~ __ ...... ____._ 

sets out to address the ke HE. In addressing 

the HE system to serve 

(In Walters, 2001(b): 3)~;;.......::.;;;-== 

equity of access and redress- 0f past. inequalities throug~ guaranteeing that 
11 . , t 

staff and student demographics adequately match the demographic realities 
, 

of South Africa are high on the list of priorities (Wal rs, 2001:3). In addition 

as Munro asserts, the plan also alludes to the Human Resource Development 

stance adopted by the South African government which ties in with the 

objective that HE deliver highly skilled and socially committed intellectuals 

and professionals (Munro, 2001:1). The key imperatives for South African HE 

seems to indicate issues of redress of past inequality, the promotion of access 

and importantly the issue of meeting the workforce needs within a globalised 

economic world order. Walters summarises this by arguing that the discourse 

of social justice, redress and equity still seem to be in tension with the 

discourse of economic development within the objective framework of HE 

(2001(b): 1). Issues of access are interlinked with those of equity and redress 
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concerns for both students and staff, with an implicit push for greater social 

justice for those historically disadvantaged by the political system (Walters, 

2001(b): 12). It is within this framework of plans and objectives to overhaul 

and transform the HE system that lifelong learning has been positioned, but 

as Walters suggests, similar trends noted by Taylor (2001) with regard to 

positioning lifelong learning within HE, seem to be evident in South Africa. 

Imperatives for lifelong learning in South African Higher Education 

Driven by South Africa's re-entry into the global economy and by the social 

and political imperatives of equity, redress and access after years of 

colonialism, segregation and apartheid, the imperatives of lifelong learning 

have been put forward (Walters, As a result it has not been 

and Watters, 2000:6). 

Although most South 

years use lifelong lear 

n in the past five 

there is no vision for what tltis m~ 20QO· !i) !\e recent National Plan for 

HE also uses lifelong lear!ung, u~ very it'de is said" ar!ou what it means to be 

an institution that supports ~na develops lifelong learners (Walters, 2001(b): 

8). 

Lifelong learning in South Africa is seen as integral to the struggle for 

substantive democracy and social justice. Walters and Watters argue that for a 

concept like lifelong learning to contribute to social justice, equity and redress, 

a "comprehensive notion of lifelong learning is essential" (2000:6). When 

deciding which approach of lifelong learning to adopt, Walters' position that 

this should be guided by an analysis of the political, social, cultural and 

economic needs of the country is accepted (1999(a): 578). For lifelong learning 

to avoid being an instrument of the market and if it is to contribute to 
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emancipatory social goals, it needs to be qualified in relation to its social and 

universal purposes (Walters, 1999(a): 576). Conceptualisations of lifelong 

learning in HE within the context of South Africa therefore need to be those 

that promote a holistic, humanistic and social justice approach linked to the 

framing provided by Belanger (1994) discussed in the previous chapter. 

Pedagogical implication 

Reviewing the implications on HE of holistic and humanistic lifelong learning 

approaches, two issues seem to be important in the South African scenario. 

Firstly, is the issue of access. Soobrayan(1997) suggests that the temporal 

plane nature of lifelong learning places the emphasis on making education 

and learning available throughout the life cycle. The major question here 

relates to access and 

rticularly affected 

t base essentially 

nsidera tions then 

need to be made about~11.~o;;w--~t11.~err~· ~"im~.tt~-':a:~e==~d~ID;!a~am;_.~on=r-e=-xi=pei~rn~.e~n-ces might impact 

on their new learning ex 

T ., • r
-t 

I \
7 o_f t ei 

Secondly, Soobrayan argues that beyond the mere temporal plane assertions, 

any implementation of a lifelong learning policy in higher education would 

impact on issues such as pedagogy, organisational capacity and to a lesser 

degree political considerations (In Walters, 1999 (b):578). 

Pedagogical implications would demand the implementation of learning and 

teaching approaches that foster and encourage lifelong learners and learning 

while organisation implication require organisational arrangements that 

1 As a result of apartheid most students regarded, as historically disadvantaged are either those racially 
classified as 'coloured', 'indian' or 'black', although this might differ across institutions with some only 
acknowledging 'blacks' as historically disadvantaged. A detailed discussion of the use of these racial 
classification terms in the mini-thesis is discussed in Chapter Four. 
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accommodate new pedagogical approaches and new access systems and 

structures. On the political side considerations in relation to other institutions 

offering similar courses, equitable access for all students and the recognition 

of prior learning (RPL) considerations are needed. (Soobrayan in Walters, 

1999 (b): 578). It is acknowledged that all these factors will come into play, the 

focus of the mini-thesis relates specifically to the implementation implications 

for the learning and teaching approaches i.e. a focus on pedagogy and 

curricula. 

Pedagogical and curriculum considerations are invariably dependent on who 

the student is. It is therefore deemed important to provide a brief illustration 

of the historically disadvantaged 

Department of Educatiom. a1jl
1
fil 1'ra.:ining.2.)V-alters (1999(~: 220) describes the 

quality of schooling provisions for 'black' people in South Africa as generally 

having been 'abysma1'3, suggesting that many 'black' students who reach HE, 

especially those at HBis like Pentech, which specifically caters for students 

from disadvantaged educational backgrounds4, tend to be inadequately 

prepared by their previous schooling for the demands of the new learning 

2 The education department that controlled 'black' schooling prior to the formation of a single non-racial 
education department after the democratic elections in South Africa in 1994. 
3 Cooper (1993:1) further notes that mathematics and science education at 'black' secondary schools in 
particular are extremely poor. The quality of the secondary schooling provision of most 'black' students 
entering engineering disciplines, which rely heavily on science, technology and mathematical concepts, is 
therefore exceptionally disadvantaged. 
4 Herman (1998:41) notes that this trend is also prevalent at historically disadvantaged universities, where 
admission criteria are not as high as their historically advantaged/ white counterparts. As a result 'black' 
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environment. Similarly Hall (2001) argues that 'black' students5 who enter HE 

are disadvantaged not only as a result of the poor quality of their secondary 

education, but also as a result of what is referred to as their low levels of 

intellectual6 and sociaF capital. In addition Hall (2001) puts forward the 

assumption that not only is intellectual capital required for the successful 

completion of HE but as a student progresses through HE her/his intellectual 

capital increases. If the conceptualization of lifelong learning as provided by 

Belanger (1994) is accepted, the pedagogical and curriculum implications as 

they impact on HE would need to consider how to accommodate the 

particular kind of initial education experience described above. 

arena is unpacked. 

The Candy et al Stud 

(1994) which focuses 

'---"~;........;;..----, _.-a;di,;;,,;;;,;;;.;-.::::.:::...-=a:::;: resulted in the 

tement (2001) that 

The main purpose of this study undertaken within the context of the 

Australian higher education system was to identify whether and in which 

ways the course composition . of undergraduate degrees lead to the 

development of lifelong learning competencies. 

students with higher matric results are invariably attracted to these institutions with HBI having to cope with 
students who are less prepared for HE. 
5 Walters notes that due to the racial capitalist system that existed during apartheid in South Africa, there is 
some correlation between racial categories and social class, with it being particularly the case for black 
students (2001 :5). The majority of 'black' students at HEI therefore come from working or lower working class 
family backgrounds. 
6 Intellectual capital is a term used by Bowen and Bok (1998) to describe the set of assets primarily located in 
the family which accumulates into the present and acts as either a constraining or affirming entity in the 
fulfillment of individual abilities in life and in particular HE (In Hall, 2001 :5). 
7 Social capital refers to the combination of schooling and the social environment in which it is set, including 
the nature of support in the home environment and includes parent's educational levels (Hall, 2001 ). 
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... content, structure, teaching modes and assessment 
procedures of undergraduate degrees ... , are designed to lead to 
the formation of attributes which both enable and encourage 
graduates to become lifelong learners (1994: xi). 

In this study lifelong learning is considered to be very broad and 

comprehensive and including all formal, non-formal and informal learning 

whether . occurring intentionally or unintentionally throughout the lifespan 

(Candy et al, 1994:xi). In addition it acknowledges the human capital and 

humanistic dimensions associated with the purpose of lifelong learning. The 

study maintaines an equal assessment of these two considerations basing its 

" ... findings and recommendations on both economic/technical and 

social/ cultural rationales for continuing learning throughout life" (Candy et 

al, 1994:xi-xii). 

·on represented a 

characteristics: 

(1) they provide a systematic introduction to the field of study; 
(2) they offer a comparative or contextual framework for 
viewing the field of study; (3) they seek to broaden the student 
and provide generic skills; (4) they offer some freedom of choice 
and flexibility in structure; and (5) they provide for the 
incremental development of self-directed learning (1994:xiii and 
Candy, 1996: 7). 

In relation to specific teaching methods that encourage graduates to become 

lifelong learners the following characteristics were seen as crucial: 

(1) They make use of peer-assisted and self-directed learning; 
(2) they include experimental and real world learning; (3) they 
make use of resource-based and problem-based teaching; (4) 
they encourage the development of reflective practice and 
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critical self-awareness; and (5) as appropriate, they make use of 
open learning and alternative delivery mechanisms (Candy et 
al, 1994:xii and Candy, 1996:7). 

The study also suggests that the most vital determinant of whether or not 

graduates choose to become lifelong learners relates to the value piaced on 

intellectual inquiry and learning by the institution and its academic staff. 

... climate of intellectual inquiry in the institution, and the single 
most important factor influencing this climate is whether or not 
the academic staff members themselves manifest lively 
curiosity, a passion for their subject and a predisposition 
towards being continuing lifelong learners themselves (Candy, 
1996:7-8). 

In relation to curriculum issues the study identified four areas requiring 

f the world) and 

~~~~~~jrn:~~~~~~~d Watters, 2000: 

14). 

lJN I'lERSITY of ti~ 
In providing an evaluaiti~n ©f the contrµ ution Cilf ilie <Ea dy et al study to 

understanding the nature of lifelong learning in higher education, Walters 

and Watters suggest that this work has produced the most detailed account 

and understanding into the factors that both enhance and inhibit the 

development of lifelong learners. The work also highlights the importance of 

the structural, the substantive and cultural factors working together towards 

the attainment of lifelong learning higher educational institutions (2000:12). 

However while valuing its contribution to understanding the nature and form 

lifelong learning approaches should take within the HE institution, the 

primary focus of the Candy et al study is on learning and teaching processes 
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and the needs of individual learners. Although important, Walters, argues 

that this approach does not sufficiently highlight the social and universal 

purposes of lifelong learning (1999a; 581). Walters further argues that any 

debate about curriculum should also include notions of lifelong learning for 

active citizenship, which is clearly absent from the Candy et al study (1999a: 

584). Based on the above considerations the position put forward by the Cape 

Town Statement is contemplated. 

The Cape Town Statement 

The Cape Town Statement was developed at the conference on Lifelong 

Learning, Higher Education and Active Citizenship held in Cape Town on 10-

should be developed fur 

Lifelong learning is positioned as enabling " ... students. to learn at different 

times, in different ways, for different purposes at various stages of their lives 

and careers"(Cape Town Statement, 2001:4). In relation to HEis all members 

of the institution, including staff are regarded as learners. 

Six sets of characteristic elements are suggested as necessary to support a 

lifelong learning higher education institution. These are (1) Overarching 

Frameworks; (2) Strategic Partnerships and Linkages; (3) Research; (4) 

8 This conference was hosted by the University of the Western Cape, UNESCO Institute of Education and the 
Adult Education Research Group of the Danish National University of Education. 
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Teaching and Learning processes9; (5) Administration policies and 

mechanisms, and (6) Student support systems and services (Cape Town 

Statement, 2001: 6)10. 

When evaluating the Cape Town Statement's contribution to the development 

of lifelong learning higher education institutions, Walters suggests that the 

broad categories embodied in the statement indicate" ... a systemic awareness 

of the interconnections between the macro environment, the meso 

organisational structural context and the micro cognitive and affective 

learning interaction" (2001(a): 4). Furthermore the framework as proposed by 

the statement forces one to look both inwards towards the individual and 

organisational learning and outwards towards relationships in the broader 

society (Walters, 2001(a): ;!;4:lE·· .::::::m=:::::::_ __ _:::::ii:Sm.:. 

lack of reference to for economic 

development in the stat_ement. Rather the.,.develo~n)ent o a lifelong learning 

HEI' s is promoted within the framework of a more humanistic approach to 

lifelong learning incorporating notions of lifelong learning for active 

citizenship. As commentators at the October 2000 Conference suggested, there 

is a need to ensure and prevent the dictates of market forces and the narrow 

concerns of the global economy to overrule the interest of social justice. 

Commentator, Prof. Pauline Murphy stressed this point by arguing that social 

justice should be an underpinning value in all activities of the lifelong 

learning institution (cited in Walters, 2001 (a): 6). 

9 In Appendix 2, The Teaching and Leaming Processes of the Cape Town Statement (2001) are presented. 
10 Appendix 3 provides an overview of these characteristics as presented by the Cape Town Statement 
(2001 ). A brief synopsis of each element is also provided. 
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Finally the statement views the learning and teaching processes as being 

embedded in the overall functioning and operation of the institution rather 

than a separate and unique entity operating in isolation. The strength of 

lifelong learning approaches. as embraced by all the functions of the 

institution will complement, support and enable lifelong learning teaching 

and learning practices across the institution. 

In many respects the comprehensive and all-enabling nature of the Cape 

Town Statement highlights the visionary and transformative nature of a 

holistic and humanistic approach to lifelong learning. It also highlights and 

alters and Watters 

all aspects of the 

UN J'TERSIT r l~f th'f 

\TESTE l~1 PE 
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Chapter Three 

The theoretical framework guiding the study is based on the framework 

proposed by Durrheim (1999). While discussing these assumptions, attempts 

will be made to integrate Durrheim' s proposals with the actual elements from 

the research study conducted. In addition, a brief review of the merits and 

motivation of using a case study approach to collect and represent the data of 

the research, will be presented. 

Framework Design 

The design of this framework is guided by Durrheim who suggests that a 

l.JN J'lERSITY l~f tht11 
Theoretical paradig~ inJorming the r, search 

Durrheim suggests that paradigms act as perspectives that provide the 

rationale for the research and commit. the research . to a particular method of 

data collection, observations and interpretation. As a result paradigms are 

regarded as being central to a research design as it impacts on the nature of 

the research questions i.e. " ... what is to be studied and the manner in which 

the question is to be studied" (Durrheim, 1999:37). As a result the theoretical 

paradigm that will guide my research is a qualitative one, embedded in the 

interpretative traditions. Interpretative qualitative research " ... relies on first

hand accounts, tries to describe what it sees in · rich detail and presents its 

findings in engaging and sometimes evocative language." (Terre Blanche and 
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Kelly, 1999:124). The main research question of the research study seeks to 

establish: 

In what ways are the learning and teaching methods used by the Mechanical 

Engineering Design III lecturers at Peninsula Technikon supportive of the lifelong 

learning teaching and learning processes as suggested by Candy et al (1994) and the 

Cape Town Statement (2001). 

Purpose of the study 

Durrheim suggests that researchers need to ask two questions about the 

purpose of the research, namely 11 
•• • who or what do you want to draw 

conclusions about; and what type of conclusions do you want to draw about 

III course in the 

The purpose of a research p d)I i'Sl flgo refl~ te . the(}i'pe of conclusions the 

researcher aims to make or the ~pals of the research. Durrheim proposes that 

there are three d ifferent w~ys ~ which the tY~~s of research can be 

distinguished, namely /1 
••• 1) exploratory, descriptive and explanatory 

research, 2) applied and basic research, and 3) quantitative and qualitative 

research" (1999:39). It is suggested that the research study can be described as 

descriptive, basic and qualitative in nature. 

It is descriptive because it aims to describe a phenomenon and generate 

speculative insights, raise new questions and hypotheses and describe the 

phenomenon more accurately through narrative~type descriptions 

(Durrheim, 1999:39). The phenomenon described is lifelong learning teaching 

and learning practices as manifested in a South African technikon 
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environment. The research is deemed basic as the findings could be used to 

advance current understandings of lifelong learning teaching and learning 

processes. These findings might either refute or support the suggested 

theories relating to lifelong learning teaching and learning practices put 

forward by the Candy Study and Cape Town Statement. Finally as mentioned 

earlier, this study is firmly rooted in a qualitative framing. The purpose of the 

research is to study lifelong learning teaching and learning processes " . .. as 

they unfold in real world situations, without manipulation ... as interrelated 

wholes rather than split up into discreet predetermined variables ... 

(Durrheim, 1999:43). In this sense the study by conforming to a qualitative 

framework, attempts to be naturalistic, holistic and inductive. 

==~~~ data analysis that 

o ensure design 

e consistent with 

The unit of analysis for the stuay ·s e social uni 0 1 cturers;associated with 
.l .... ..._, 

the Design III subject · ~e Mechanical Engineering di loma course at 

Pentech. The sample includes two lecturers (the current and recent past 

lecturer for the subject) and the curriculum designer responsible for the re

curriculation process undertaken by the department in 1999-2000. The unit of 

analysis dictated the sampling, it consists simply of all the lecturers who teach 

or have taught the subject in the past year (2001). 

The data collection techniques employed by this study is that of an 

Interpretative Case Study.1 The case study it is suggested by Yin (1984) and 

Punch (1998) are characterized by its use of multiple sources of evidence or 

1 A detailed description is presented later in this chapter. 
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data. This study uses three sources for its data collection viz. 1) Documents 

(course design material, strategic plans, statistical data, vision and mission 

statements of the institution, faculty and department, student yearbooks and 

general institutional information presented on the institutions' website; 2) 

Interviews with two lecturers and a curriculum developer (these will take the 

form of in-depth semi-structured interviews with at least the three key staff 

mentioned above; and 3) Basic statistical information (obtained via a 

biographical questionnaire completed by the current student Design III 

subject cohort to ascertain a student profile. 

The data analysis process will use the theoretical and conceptual framing 

provided by th_e Candy Study and the GaRe Town Statement's suggestions 

Context 
I 

their classroom. 

define the data. 

1 framing of the 

The final element to consider in any research design is the notion of context. 

?ssentially this describes the researcher's attitude to the context of the study 

i.e. the extent to which the researcher would want to control and manipulate 

the context, whether the context is ignored or whether the context is 

acknowledged as · having an impact on human and social behaviour and 

therefore is studied as they occur naturally (Durrheim, 1999:47-48). The 

situational context of the study is seen as a key determining factor in the types 

of findings or results that might be obtained. Teaching and learning practices 

are often associated rather closely with a lecturer or facilitators' personality 

and life views. As such it is seen as a sensitive and personal issue. A 

naturalistic inquiry, which is non-manipulative, obtrusive, (conducting 
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interviews where the researcher will engage in social interactions with the 

interviewees) and yet attempts to be non-controlling and open to whatever 

emerges from the research setting will therefore be conducted. 

To ensure the ethical integrity of the case study the following measures were 

undertaken. Permission to conduct the study was sought from the Dean of the 

Engineering Faculty. When this was provided the head of the Mechanical 

Engineering Department was consulted about the research and together with 

the researcher a suitable subject offering was selected as the focus of the case 

study. Lecturers were then approached and their participation in the case 

study was obtained. Pseudonyms for all respondents are used to ensure 

confidentiality. In addition, sending each.informant a summary of their own 

during the interviews. 

The Case Study Approach 

by Merriam (1991). She suggests tha a " .. ca[e -stuay js often the best 

methodology for addressing problems. related to educational practice in 

which understanding is sought to improve practice" (Merriam, 1991:xiii). 

Furthermore most case studies in an educational setting tend to approach the 

focus of the research · from a holistic perspective, thus case studies are used in 

order to gain" ... an in depth understanding of the situation and its meaning 

for those involved" (Merriam, 1991:xii). As mentioned earlier the research 

framework conforms clearly with a qualitative perspective where naturalistic, 

holistic and inductive qualities are prized, indicating a natural link with the 

case study approach. Merriam's view of the holistic and qualitative nature of 

the case study approach is corroborated by Punch who states 
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... the case study aims to understand the case in depth and in its 
natural setting, recognizing its complexity and its context. It 
also has a holistic focus aiming to preserve and understand the 
wholeness and unity of the case (1998:150). 

"What is a case study? 

In attempting to define what a case study is, Punch, in agreement with Miles 

and Huberman [(1994) in Punch, 1998:152], concludes that a case can best be 

described as a " ... phenomenon of some sort occurring in a bounded 

context"(1998:152) Merriam expands this by noting that a qualitative case 

study " .. .is an intensive, holistic description and analysis of a bounded 

phenomenon" (1991:xiii). While Cohen and Manion (1989:,124) use the term 

'individual unit' to refer to what Merriam terms 'bounded phenomenon', it 

(Merriam, 1991:xiii). 

Merriam attempts to clar· 

1) It is particularistic i.e..,i focuses on.a articul r-.sitµation, event, programme 

I ' t or phenomenon, -

2) It is descriptive, thus tfue end ,product is a rich and thick description of the 

phenomenon under study 

3) It has a heuristic element in that it illuminates the reader's understanding of 

the phenomenon under investigation. This brings about the discovery of new 

meaning, confirmation of the known and the extension of the reader's 

experience. 

4) It is inductive, relying on inductive reasoning. It attempts to discover new 

relationships, concepts and understandings (1991: 11-13). 

Most of the above merits suggested by Merriam resonate in the case study 

associated with this mini-thesis. It is evident that this study is focusing on a 
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very particular educational situation and phenomenon namely, the lecturers 

and their teaching methods that are associated with the Design III subject 

offering in the department of Mechanical Engineering at the Pentech. 

Secondly, as already mentioned, this case study hopes to produce a thick 

description of the ways in which learning and teaching methods as practiced 

by lecturers of the Design III subject are possibly supportive of those 

suggested by the Candy and Cape Town Statement documents. Furthermore 

it is hoped that new meaning or the confirmation of known understandings of 

lifelong learning approaches to learning and teaching will be illuminated as a 

result of _ the case study. Finally, the discovery of possible new meanings, 

understandings and relationships with regard to the possibilities attached to 

implementing learning and teaching strategies at technikons, might also be 

made. 

Types of case studies 

In order to link up wiili 

or evaluative case studies (1~~1:22). It is proposed that this case study is best 
I 

described as an interpretative case study type. In the first instance it contains 

rich and thick descriptions with the descriptive data being used to illustrate, 

support or challenge theoretical assumptions about lifelong learning and 

learning and teaching practices allied to lifelong learning held prior to the 

data gathering process (Merriam, 1991:27-28). 

Clear motivation for using a case study approach in this research study is 

presented based on the premise that case studies provide the ideal method for 

obtaining an in-depth understanding of a particular phenomenon and social 

unit within a naturalistic and holistic context. Furthermore a qualitative case 
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study of an integrative nature ensures research design coherence as it 

compliments the overall framework design of this study. 

l.TN l'\lERSITi;r n_f thr! 

\\TESTER C1\PE 
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Presented in·this chapter are the descriptions of the findings generated by the 

data collection processes. The contextual environment of the case study is also 

illustrated, as this context acts as a frame for both the analysis which has 

emerged from the study. It is the foregrounding of the contextual 

surroundings of the case study, which allows for the acknowledgement that 

no educational research study, irrespective of its size, can ignore the broader 

political, economic and socio-cultural factors affecting the educational 

landscape of South Africa. The legacies of the apartheid past are also 

acknowledged and noted as having a continual influence not only on the case 

study under review, but also the department and institution in which it finds 

itself. 

experience and meanin 

reasons, the contextual 

recognizes that 

social interaction 

the respondents 

action. For these 

The description of the case study will take the following form; the 

institutional and departmental context will firstly be examined. Here focus 

will be directed on the nature of technikon education, Pentech' s historical 

context and the demographic nature of its student and staff population. 

Secondly a brief contextual overview of the research process will be explored. 

Of significance here will be descriptions of the research participants in 

relation to gender, race, educational and institutional status indicators. Finally 

a thematic depiction of the case study will be presented focusing on the 

following issues; how lifelong learning is viewed by the case study staff, the 

department and institution; characteristics of the case study teaching staff; 

teaching approaches including how learning is facilitated within the case 
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study; and general curriculum issues as they relate both to the case study 

classroom but also more broadly to the whole Mechanical Engineering 

diploma. Notions of the curriculum structure, the underlying culture or ethos 

it promotes, along with the skills and knowledges it aims to facilitate, will be 

described. Finally, I describe the lecturers' perceptions of their students 

including student learning behaviour. 

Peninsula Technikon 

In the current higher education terrain, Pentech is regarded as a Historically 

Black or Disadvantaged Technikon1 [HBT or HDT respectively], having been 

created initially to serve the population_grour. classified as 'coloured'Z. In 1987 

it opened its doors to a11r'race ' 
.------------------------=-........ --=-

allowed to register for a-i-"s __ -=-"""""'-=~::..:::.,,,:..:......=:.;===""""" 

1 This connotation is part of the legacy of the racialized education structures under apartheid. Peninsula 
Technikon until 1994 was therefore administered under the 'coloured' "own affairs" education ministry 
[Cooper, 1993:1 O]. Its origins are rooted in the 'coloured' apprenticeship classes under the Peninsula 
Technical College, which opened its doors in 1962. These classes were then incorporated into the Peninsula 

-College of Advanced Technical Education in 1972 and finally through the Technikon Act it became Peninsula 
Technikon in 1979 [Pittendrigh, 1988]. Peninsula Technikon was therefore intended to cater for the needs of 
the 'coloured' population mainly centred around Cape Town [d'Almaine, Manhire and Atleh, 1994:437]] 

2 The racial classification used here is influenced by the Population Registration Act [1950] instituted under 
apartheid laws which classified !rye South African population into three basic definitions: black, coloured and 
white. Black people were regarded as a member of any aboriginal race: - the term African is sometimes used 
interchangeably to classify people of indigenous origin who were not classified 'coloured'. 'Coloured' was 
defined as someone neither black nor white. Additional modifications allowed for various sub-groups within 
the 'coloured' category including Indian - the classification being based on a "national home" outside of South 
Africa (West, 1988]. In post apartheid South Africa many non-white people ('coloured' and 'indian') view 
themselves politically and sociologically as Black, but many demographic data still relies on apartheid era 
racial classifications, which is also the case at Pentech. In this mini-thesis the terms 'Black", 'Coloured', 
'Indian' and 'White' will be used to distinguish the racial classification of staff and students. 
3 Statistical data provided by the Department of Strategic Planning and Management Information at Pentech 
[23.10.2001 ]. 
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itself as an access institution by offering programmes to educationally 

disadvantaged students.4. 

The academic staff profile however paints a different picture. 'Black' staff 

members account for only 6% of its 229 permanent academic employees. 

'Coloureds' make up 67%, 'Whites' 25% and 'Indians' 1 %. This displays a 

dear disjuncture between lecturer and student racial profile. Thus as a 'black' 

student one is more · than likely to have a 'coloured' or 'white' lecturer. The 

Mechanical Engineering Department, the location of the case study, has only 

one 'black' lecturer and it would be quite possible for a 'black' student 

completing a three-year diploma to never be taught by this lecturer due to the 

the focus of this study i 

underestimated. The gen 

female ratio for academi 

69% : 32% male -

the numbers are 

slightly higher - 80%: _, ...,. t<'-'-"--"''""'"''---'= ortionate in the 

Mechanical Engineerin·~g~~e~p=;a~rtiri~;:en;=t~w;;1~lthi=~o~ril~y~o~n~e~fe~m~a~te academic staff 

member on the academi{_ ~~f oll •~fj 7 I Cld 'tio 
7 ~~ o yiem ale academic 

staff member is also the_ lecture.&- ta ke :with teac;hing tJ.1€ non-mechanical I - ifl-

discipline subjects of Communication and Computer Skills. Together with one 

of the Mathematics lecturers they are the only academic staff members who 

do not have any formal engineering qualification or work experience. The 

female students constitute .roughly 53% of the student body, most female 

4 This assumes that the primary. and particularly high school education of these students would not have 
adequately prepared them for higher education study. It also assumes that the programmes on offer therefore 
caters specif[cally in relation to either course content or learning approaches to the needs to these kind 
students. 
5 Language of instruction is a further issue, which might affect learning and teaching. The medium of 
instruction at Pentech is English, yet its student profile suggest that for most students English is either their 
second or third language. 
6 Female staff numbers only challenge male figures in disciplines traditionally receptive to female professions 
i.e. 54.5 % in Human Resource Management and 70% in Health Sciences (Nursing, Public health and 
Radiography) often regarded as 'caring' disciplines. 
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students are located in the Business Faculty (51.7%) with only 20% of the 

overall female population located in the Faculty of Engineering. The male: 

female student ratios in the Mechanical Engineering deparbnent roughly 

mirror those of the Faculty. The overwhelming majority (79.5 % ) of the 

students are in the 17-26 year old age range. 

The period of employment at the technikon for the deparbnent' s staff ranges 

from 1 - 20 years of service with most(+- 70%) 'listed as being engaged in 

some formal further studies mostly in courses related to Mechanical 

Engineering. Two of the academic staff members are listed as having formal 

education based qualifications i.e. Higher Diploma in Education. 

positions its academic programme .... as responding..,. to this need. A further 
~ . 

distinguishing feature of a technikon education' as compared to university 

education is the inclusion of an in-service or experiential training component. 

Students are expected to complete a stipulated period in industry before being 

credited with a diploma in their respective course. The institution has three 

faculties viz. Science, Business and Engineering. Tpe Mechanical Engineering 

Deparbnent is one of 10 deparbnents based in the Faculty of Engineering. It 

7 A similar scenario is present in Electrical Engineering where women make up only 3 of the 18 academic 
staff members. 
8 Since 1993 legislation has granted technikons the opportunity to expand the qualifications they offer to 
degree courses, which include Bachelor of Technology [Stech] and Master [Mtech] and Doctorate [Dtech] of 
technology courses. 
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offers a National Diploma9, Btech, Mtech and Dtech in Mechanical 

Engineering. 

Interview context 

As mentioned, the researcher and her/his context, does inevitably influence 

the research process to some degree. The fact that as a 'coloured' female 

researcher, in a male dominated context the interaction may have been 

influenced both by what I said and how I acted as well. as the responses of the 

interviewees. My association with Pentech dates back to 1994. I have held 

various positions with a mostly student development and lifeskills training 

focus. Since 1998 I have worked in the Faculty of Engineering where I headed 

political and cultural as 

, ~ 

edia programme 

the Mechanical 

Interviews were conducted wifR three orman associated either directly 

(the current and past lecturers of the Design III subject) or indirectly 

(curriculum developer based at the Mechanical Engineering Department for 8 

months in 1999-2000) with the case study classroom. All the interviewees were 

male, two, were trained Mechanical Engineers before they started working at 

Pentech. Consultation took place with the Head of Department [HOD] and 

together we selected an appropriate subject classroom to conduct the 

research.IO Towards the end of the first semester Gune) Bill,11 the then lecturer 

9 See Appendix 4 for a further explanation of how the National Diploma qualification is structured and where 
the Design Ill subject is located. 
10 Appendix4 provides a brief synopsis of why Design Ill was selected. 
11 Due to ethical considerations pseudonyms will be used for all respondents. 
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for Design III, was initially contacted regarding the intention to conduct the 

research using his classroom as the case study. Due to time constraints it was 

agreed that the actual research would take place in the following semester but 

that he would no longer be teaching the subject. In early August I met with 

both Bill and Andrew (who is the r~placement subject lecturer) and discussed 

the focus of the research arid proposed format of the investigation. I also 

requested assistance with the student biographical questionnaires, which 

Andrew agreed to disseminate (and collect once students had completed 

them) in the next Design III class. At the stage of the interviews I had been in 

regular contact with both informants either telephonically or via e-mail. Both 

interviews took place in the informant's office and were mostly undisturbed 

and lasted between 50 - 60 minutes. 

for this was to 

ensure that both interview e5 - e~e r.l'eaT on th"e:"pu rpose of the interviews. It 
l ' } l ~ 

also provided them with an opportunity to think about some of the themes 
.. r-
1 

before hand. Due to the fact that we had Been in contact before, good rapport 

had been established which helped with a fairly free flow of information. 

The interview with Clint had a slightly different context and purpose. Clint 

and I met formally in .1999 when he was working in the Mechanical 

Engineering department and we have worked together as co-editors of the in

house academic journal at Pentech. When I started my research I requested his 

participation. My motivation for including Clint as an interviewee was related 

to his experience with. the curriculum reformulation process in the 

department and I felt that I could use him as a point of reference. I also 

wanted to interview someone who had a fairly good knowledge of the 
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department and in particular the curriculum structures, but who no longer 

had any formal ties with the department. I was hoping that this would 

provide a different reference point than interviewing the HOD of the 

department. This interview took place in Clint's' office and lasted for about 40 

minutes. 

In all the interviews I asked the same guiding questions12 but adapted them 

and asked additional questions for clarity where necessary. At various points 

during the interviews I would summarise some of the issues raised by the 

informant, asking whether my understanding of the issue was correct. All the 

interviews were recorded and detailed summaries of each interview (with 

summarised responses for each questiqn asked) were sent to each informant 

to check if 

interview13. 

employed (on a one y 

department. Prior to thL 

y (July 2001) been 

Except for his last job, er othe :w re deseribed as;r"borint g" as they did not 
11 I t.. n • 

really relate to his design and 'pure' mechanics intere~t. Andrew graduated 

from a historically advant~ged university in 1997 with a egree in Mechanical 

Engineering and has been involved in an array of informal learning projects 

closely related to his specialist interest area within the Mechanical 

Engineering discipline. This is his first experience of teaching in any 

educational context. As a result of Andrew being new to the Pentech 

environment and knowing that he will only be working in this environment 

for a year I got the impression that he was being open in the interview. He 

12 See Appendix 5 for list of these questions included those addressed to Clint. 
13 I only received feedback from Bill who only commented on the spelling mistakes but was otherwise happy 
with the representations. 
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was expressing his feelings without having to be vigilant about who he may 

or may not offend. 

Bill is a 'coloured' male about 43 years old who has been working at Pentech 

since 1997. He taught the Design III course for the past 4 semesters (2 years) 

and is currently in a seconded position as project, business and marketing 

manager for the Rapid Prototype Centre at Pentech based at the Mechanical 

Engineering Deparbnent. Bill also taught other subjects on the diploma 

programme in the department and acts as supervisor for [Btech] projects. Bill 

has over 21 years of industry experience relating specifically to naval, marine 

and mechanical design based on a long association with the SA Navy. His 

career development started as an apprentice in a naval dockyard and is dotted 

with various formal training courses including part-time studies at the then 

sponsored by the TABEIS 

an entrepreneurial focu 

communication- type' person trying to u 

dominated environment. 

d careful in the 

Clint is a 'white' male in his mid forties currently employed by the 

Educational Development Unit at Pentech as a curriculum developer. He 

previously worked in the Mechanical Engineering Department where he was 

responsible for the re-curriculation of the syllabus into outcomes based 

education [OBE] format. He was tasked with writing outcomes at appropriate 

levels and incorporating cross curricula outcomes and applied competence 

14 Technical and Business Education lniti.ative in South Africa. This course is offered by Pentech and its sister 
institution in the UK. 
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into the curriculum. As a result he re-wrote the qualifications from diploma to 

Dtech level for all mechanical engineering courses offered at technikons in 

South Africa. A second aspect of his job involved working closely with 

lecturers to ensure that their subject teaching actually reflected the new OBE 

curriculum. Prior to working at Pentech, Clint worked in materials 

development initiatives and academic support programmes in higher 

education and NGO environments. Clint was interviewed after I had 

interviewed the two lecturers, with the focus on gaining his insights on the 

themes raised in the other interviews along with providing clarity on the 

specific issues of curriculum structures. The interview format was informal 

and consisted of me reflecting back some of the comments that emerged from 

the other interviews and asking Clint for his comments. Based on his 

Thematic descriptions 

related to the conceptual fr.Iam· g vf the stu~ i:e. lifelong: learning, lifelong 
I J:!..i '~t 

learning in higher education environments and more specifically learning and 
, 

teaching approaches that cC:nfor to lifelong learning perspectives. With 

regard to the latter the work of the Candy study (1994) and the Cape Town 

Statement (2001) on learning and teaching approaches are pivotal. The Candy 

study suggest three categories which have been linked to learning and 

teaching approaches viz. the characteristics of the teaching staff, the teaching 

methods used and various curriculum related issues. A similar categorization 

is evident in the Cape Town Statement. These three categories therefore form 

the basis for the inclusion of themes relating specifically to the characteristics of 

teaching staff, teaching methods and curriculum issues. The general theme of how 

lifelong learning is viewed by the institution and the department is also 
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included. The interview questions directly sought to provide descriptions and 

comments on the above-mentioned themes. 

Further themes emerged as a result of the data collection and interview 

process. These related to what has been broadly termed student descriptions 

and includes descriptions of student demographics, how lecturers perceive students 

and what are regarded as barriers to their learning. 

View of lifelong learning 

The institution's mission statement claims to "develop academically, socially 

and technologically competent students ... responsive to ... needs and 

challenges of society" by amongst other things "fostering lifelong learning". 

also 

to " 

institution plans In 

relation to the Mechanical Engin ering Department, any indication of lifelong 

learning is absent from any of the official documents, vision statements or 

student handouts i.e. yearbooks. The two lecturers were not asked directly if 

they subscribed to a lifelong learning philosophy, but based on their 

comments about their own learning, lifelong learning to them is closely 

associated with formal and non-formal learning. Learning for them is closely 

or strictly related to career or job interests. Both Andrew and Bill recounted 

how most of their learning activities were directed within the field of 

Mechanical Engineering. In response to a question on how important staff 

development was at Pentech, Bill noted that staff learning should always be 

directed towards the benefit of the technikon. "You aren't going to study 
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something if you aren't going to use it" ... Students and the technikon must benefit 

from what I am studying"[Interoiew summaries:09.19.2001:14] 

Characteristics of teaching staff 

This thematic category relates to the particular ways in which academic staff 

" ... manifest lively curiosity, a passion for their subject and a predisposition 

towards being continuing lifelong learners themselves" [Candy, 1996:7-8]. It is 

also about the ways in which educators facilitate learning, rather than transfer 

information and whether or not they are familiar with current theories and 

best practices as they relate to learning practices [Cape Town Statement, 

2001:10]. This category can also included knowledge of current discipline 

innovations and best practices. 

Engineering 

suggest. 

The Faculty of 

ission statement 

Academic staff at Pentech are also encouraged to ~dntinue formal studies in 

their respective disciplines through the institution wide staff development 

policy. There is thus a conscious attempt, in the relation to staff development 

and recruitment, to balance industrial relevance with sound theoretical 

knowledge. 

Bill has more than 21 years of industry experience and notes that when he was 

interviewed for the job of lecturer he was told that the reason he got the job 

was because of this industry experience. Throughout the interview there was 

a clear sense that Bill values the importance of formal qualifications pointing 
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out all the qualifications he had. In addition he displayed an immense interest 

and passion for the discipline of Mechanical Engineering and went to great 

lengths to explain how the various design projects currently being tackled in 

the Rapid Prototype Centre worked. Even his extra-curricula activities seem 

to centre on Mechanical Engineering. At the time of the interview he was co

ordinating the Pentech entry of the Sasol Minibaja Competition and this was 

not regarded as a work function, it was seen as an extra-curricula activity. 

There was the sense that Bill attempts to introduce a 'best practice' approach 

to design that emulates the norms in industry and tries to maintain a strong 

link between practices incorporated into the class and those that happen in 

industry. Thus the lecture session is regarded as a day in industry, starting off 

as a guideline: 

l r n t l 
A similar motivation resonates with the practice o maintaining a design file .. 
(where all the work and tests co ered tlnring the iaourse ·s kept) which he 

insists students keep. The file also doubles up as a resource during 

assessments, which take the form of open- book tests. 

If you are going to do a good piece of design work today you ·will record it, 
put it into your design file, record it on your computer, use it again as a 
reference. You will use it as an experience . .. . In industry each day is not the 
same, I picked this up from my work environment [Interview summaries: 
9.19.2001:13] 

Bill clearly sees himself as a lifelong learner. 

"I am a professional student because I haven't stopped learning and 
studying since 1965"[Interview summaries:09.19.2001:16]. 
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Andrew also displayed this lively and passionate interest and curiosity for his 

career focus. He was able to relate how, since a child he has always and 

continues to take apart and rebuild various mechanisms and devices. 

As he says: 

If it's something I'm interested in then I'm going to learn until I can't learn 
no more or so that I can have a very serious conversation about it and argue 
a point [Interview summaries: 09.26.2001:13) 

In response to whether he was a lifelong learner,_ Andrew commented: 

]a I think so but I'm very specific ... I have no interest in Electrical 
Engineering so there is no way you are going to get me to learn about it 
unless there is something in there for me." .. . If something happens and I 
can't figure out why it happens, I'm going to pick up a book and find out 
why this is happening [Interview summaries: 09.26.2001:13-14) 

e class, he noted 

ious activities he 

1 oing currently on 

his scooter). He suggest.~e-~~~~;;;;;;;;§;;~;;;;~!.J 
.. :what they are doing is rather basic stuff, but I don't think they'll 
understand what I'm Uqi f g 1 ilh, ... m scoo r ... . w6fl4}li.~ to talk to them 
about it, but whether they would be zn feres'teato near a~oul zt or understand 
what I am doing I don'l\jcnow . -: .don't k710 v how I wou,Zd get them interested 
[Interview.summaries:26.09.2001] 

A clear conclusfon based on the interviews is that both lecturers displayed a 

clear curiosity and passion for their subject and displayed signs that they were 

both predisposed to being lifelong learners. Unclear is how this interest and 

curiosity is transferred into the classroom and how it encourages their own 

students to become lifelong learners. Some insight into this last aspect might 

be gained from the descriptions of the common teaching approaches used by 

the respondents and in general by other lecturers in the department. 
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Teaching approaches and methods 

The Mechanical Engineering Department describes its educational 

methodology for its diploma course as utilizing the following methods: 

lectures, project work, assignments, group work, tutorials, laboratory 

work, experiential learning, workshop sessions and field visits. The 

departments' motivation to use continuous assessment is based on its 

integrated nature and its provision for a varied means of evaluation. Based 

on the course outline provided to Design III students there is no indication 

of how learning will be facilitated during the course, except to mention the 

method of assessment which includes open-book tests and individual 

assignments and a group combined subject level four assignment15. 

For both lecturers, the provision of 

approaches like visits to explain concepts, 

encouragement of group ems on the board 

and the illustration of ex·~a~m~p;e~s~.;;~~==~=:;~;;;;;;~ 
in his 

classroom was the following: 

... Well the first thing I try to do is tell them something interesting to arouse 
their interest or wake them up .. . and then I try and explain to them before I 
actually do something what I am going to do. So I will give a brief run over 
of what I will do. So I will refer to the course outline and say that 'We will be 
doing chapter whatever and it involves this and this and this'. Then it just 
involves lecturing to them and like I said I try to include as much practical 
examples as possible of what I am trying to teach them... (Interview 
summaries:09.26.2001:5-6) 

Bill who actually named his approach "chalk and talk", summed up his 

motivation for its continued use in the following comment: 

15 None of the lecturers mentioned this integrated project. Clint noted that one of the curriculum development 
initiatives for the institution was the introduction of an integrated project at each level of the diploma course. 
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I do chalk and talk, ... we have to do chalk and talk everyone says chalk and 
talk is not the way, but believe me the students want to see the calculations 
on the board ... you are never going to get rid of chalk and talk (Interview 
summaries:09.19.2001:7). 

Comments from Clint confirmed the above description as being common in 

the department. He did however suggest that there was a general feeling in 

the department that certain subjects demanded or lent themselves to certain 

kinds of teaching approaches. He had the following to say about approaches 

to Mathematics and CAD . 

. .. Talk about some subjects like mathematics ... the sense that students just 
need to learn . mathematics and they are no good at mathematics . .. there isn't 
much room for critical outcomes . . . problem solving, working in groups, 
managing yourself, communication, they really won't see any importance in 
that part for mathematics. Mathematics is a typical example of where 
learners just need to know the stuff" ... I had the same experience with the 
CAD [Computer Aided Design] lectureT' o aw the subject as just a series 
of techniques which the stilaen neea lo lea nte1'1Jien1 summaries: 
10.03.2001:3) 

Clint also related 

consider making a shift t 

however commented that 

ecause the subject lent itself to the 

inclusion of these types of real-life approaches. 

A further impression created was the lecturer's position in relation to students 

in the class. Not only in terms of authority, but also in terms of how 

knowledge was regarded and who was active in knowledge creation. Bill 

described his approach to teaching, in the following way: 

It is definitely not conservative its 'Raw'. Raw as is, its interactive with the 
students 

Students are required to use the combined knowledges and skills taught at a particular level of their course to 
complete this project. 
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When describing how he usually approached the class he had the following to 
say: 

When I march into class, I don't put the fear of God into them. I make it 
clear that I am still their friend but there is the matter of respect and its not 
because I come from the old school (Interview summaries:09.19.2001:12) 

The key issue embedded here is the notion of knowledge, i.e. whose 

knowledge is deemed important and whether or not students are part of or 

active in creating their own knowledges and whether their existing 

knowledge is deemed valid. There is a suggestion of student activity, but 

whether this activity leads to or involves student participation in knowledge 

creation is uncertain. It is also unclear if Bill consciously attempts to facilitate 

the creation of new understandings of existing knowledge and the acceptance 

of different kinds of knowledge through what he describes as "interactive". 

colleagues) Bill is unable t r--..... ..__ ...... __ ..... __ .._ __ _.,,..._~ 

process helps student t 

aFea and the j,nclusion of group 
, t 

work as a learning tool. 

Group dynamics - practicaily ;hawing t'iem how to apply gfoup dynamics. 
What is group dynamics? It's working together and it cuts down on the 
time. This also comes from my experience in industn;. When we brainstorm. 
For one or two people to brainstorm is pointless or its time consuming rather 
let the whole group think about it. Also the time factor. It cuts down on time 
(Interview summaries: 09.19.2001:8) 

Andrews' comment about what typically happens in the class also illustrates 

the idea of an active lecturer and students who are passive bystanders. 

Once I have done a group of work [sic] I usually do a question or example on 
that section. So I will lecture on a section and once I've covered it I will 
provide an illustration to show them how it comes about. I think using a 
drawing or picture is a good way to show this. I usually give them a chance 
to ask questions but they normally don't have questions. They don't know 
enough to ask a question and those who do know enough don't want to ask a 
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question because they think that the question zs stupid (Interview 
summaries:09.06.2001:6) 

When asked what he thought might be happening to his students while he 

was lecturing he pointed out that 

I'd say the majority of them are just sitting there and aren't doing anything 
and not listening too well ... "Students aren't doing anything, just sitting 
there, they aren't taking notes, they would rather print notes off the system. 
Majority of them come there and I don't know what they are doing 
here ... (Interview summaries:09.06.2001:7) 

Both lecturers however did display a willingness to change and adapt their 

teaching approaches and methods. The key motivating factor for any changes 

were located with student levels of understanding. The key methods used in 

this respect were the simplification of CQII concepts, increasing the use of 

examples, pictures and .,...._......_ ______________ -..;;;..,, __ __, 

comment illustrates this: 

Andrew also makes a s(milar cGmw.ept, which il ustr.rt 
I ' 

e use of concept 

simplification: 

When the situation arises if I can simplify something I will do this - break it 
down to the bear essentials to see how it fits together. But I can't do this for 
every · single thing because it would take too long. (Interview 
summaries:09.06.2001 :6) 

The emergence of a distinct teaching style linked to each lecturer was also 

evident. While Andrew's style seemed rather formal, he favoured approaches 

which handed more responsibility for learning over to the student. 

I don't spoonfeed them ... take every example and show them exactly how 
that example works. I give them the odd example and hopefully from that 
they will realize that they can use it for every example they come into contact 
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and hopefully this will be a continual process and they won't be happy with 
every answer they get (Interview summaries:09.26.2001:12) 

Bill seemed conscious to create an adaptable and approachable environment 

in his classroom, where no lecture could be described as the same, depending 

rather on his mood or needs of the content or students. He also tended to use 

industrial experience as a key factor in his teaching. 

" ... In industry each day is not the same, I picked this up from my work 
environment". (Interview summaries:09.19.2001:13) 

Curriculum issues 

Any discussion about the curriculum needs to acknowledge that it can cover a 

range of issues relating to practically every aspect that impacts on what and 

curriculum (here there is an inte m~ ·ng 

/classroom and the rest of the-di lema caur-s s and .fma 

structural characteristics of both the case study subject and the entire diploma. 

When dealing with currie1 lu iss~esi it is.,.aifficult
1

to.~ ,sepa ate subjects and 

course levels from eacli; CJ>the,r, espec:fally: · the subject is offered as a final 

semester subject. The influences of the previous subjects therefore come into 

play. 

A review of the course outline16 advocates that the Design III requires a range 

of rather complex problem-solving, integration and critical assessment and 

thinking skills where information and knowledges need to be combined to 

solve particular kinds of problems. 

16 To introduce the student to the procedures followed when approaching any design tasks. The student is 
expected to utilise material from the other courses and apply this knowledge to complete the task. Projects 
set must be presented in correct report format as taught by the communication lecturer. At the end of the 
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Both lecturers related similar sets of skills when asked what they regarded as 

some of the important skills students needed to learn as a result of taking the 

Design III subject as well as being at technikon. Industry needs were the key 

determinants of skills deemed important. Bill's series of skills, qualities and 

abilities needed by students in industry included mathematical skills, effective 

communication skills, general engineering knowledge linked to knowledge 

areas specific to Mechanical Engineering (i.e. Fluids, Strengths of materials 

etc ... ), management and project management skills, computer skills, financial 

management and entrepreneurial skills. A glance at the overall course content 

of the diploma in Mechanical Engineering reveals that many of the skills listed 

above are actually catered for in specific subject offerings from Sl to S4 level. 

taught either prior to or d 

slightly different approac 

not require pure Mecha - e 

, 

g. Andrew had a 

ustry really does 

"-.F~....:::..::.@ and that one's 

acknowledging that the tliscipline itself is too large to learn everything one 

needs to know . 

. . . as far as I am concerned your studies are here to teach you how to solve 
problems not to learn all the theory of mechanical engineering (Interview 
summaries:09 .26.2001 :9) 

What is interesting though are the responses both lecturers provided to the 

question of whether students are l!;!arning these skills as a result of their 

course and how students might be able to learn these kinds of skills, in 

particular problem-solving. 

course, the student will thus be able to analyse a given problem, choose the relevant necessary solution and 
present a final design project, which may be implemented. (Design Ill Course Outline, 2001) 
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Bill felt that students would learn these skills best through interactive 

approaches, in particular brainstorming, but then introduced what he saw as 

certain barriers17, which prevent students from learning the kinds of skills 

pointed out above. 

Bill: 

As a result the questi 

later in the discussion 

t when he indicated 

rtaking at technikon 

Andrew: They aren't questioning it and that means that because they aren't 
questioning it they aren't learning anything from what they are doing. They 
are doing it to get an answer and they aren't questioning that answer ... 
LC: So the issue is that they aren't learning to problem solve only learning 
how to get to an answer (Interview summaries:09.26.2001:9) 

On the question of how to teach students to problem-solve this was his 
response. 

I don't think its something you can teach them. Its something they gonna 
want to do or something they don't. Either you want to do it or you don't -
you need to have an enquiring mind.- either its your way of life or its not, 
.. . it isn't something you can teach in a 4 week course (Interview summaries: 
09.26.2001 :9-1 o) I 

17 The issue of barriers to learning will be raised later when the issue of lecturers' perceptions of students is 
dealt with. 
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While the lecturers are clear on the skills or qualities that need to be learnt, 

firstly, they are suggesting that there are barriers to learning these range of 

skills and secondly, it is not clear that the facilitation of these skills is 

happening in their Classroom or as a combined result of the course. There is a 

level of scepticism at being able to teach these kinds of skills at all. 

The culture or ethos promoted by the curriculum is more difficult to pinpoint 

and can be a combination of many things. The descriptions have been limited 

to the notion of the extent to which the case study subject and the overall 

course has engendered an ethos that was similar to the ethos espoused by the 

engineering profession. Andrew regards the value of problem solving as a key 

aspect of the engineering ethos and based on his comments in the interview, it 

age, culture and 

or acquiring this 

engineering culture. 

LC: Do you think that. tlu;, ins 1ctio71 r cQur ejfey ~are getting at technikon 
is preparing them for, ihirJt is n'lippeniR_g .. m inClusiry,Iil9eqq,us what I hear 
you saying is that we need., to pda'flt and change w~at we are doing so that 
they [students] can better aiiap f to the,.Sul{l.lral valltles liti1.pp~~ng in industry 
Bill: We have to ... In [the] engineering industry or work environment in 
general women are fighting for equality so you have to stick to that and we 
need to encourage men and women to work together in class ... Engineering 
has predominantly been seen as a male thing and I have picked this up at 
other institutions where you only see one woman in engineering classes. [It] 
stems from perception that engineering is heavy ... We pick it up here in the 
workshop when women say that they don't want to get their hands 
dirty ... then I usually say well maybe engineering isn't for you, but you also 
find it with the males [Interview summaries: 09.09.2001:11) 

Bill did however point out that the department and faculty were making 

strides to correct certain imbalances particularly in relation to gender with the 

Women in Engineering programme that actively seeks to recruit and retain 
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women in the engineering disciplines18. Clint was however able to link the 

issue of engendering an engineering ethos with students to the actual overt 

and covert structures of the curriculum and actually introduced the idea of a 

particular disciplinary culture specific to engineering. 

L. C: I would like to raise the whole issue of language, cultural and 
gender barriers - these were raised as things that stop students from 
learning these skills required in industry. The other issue I'm calling 
learning issues also include perceptions about students, expectations that 
students have about what will be given to them ... your comments / 
thoughts? 
Clint: I ·would say starting with cultural which is the hardest ... if you 
regard engineering in the way you (sic) deal with knowledge and 
information as a form of representation language, an arena of problem 
solving peculiar to itself as different from other disciplines or how you deal 
with society .. .for anyone entering engineering there is a cultural gap. 
Whether one is a Zulu or English speaking South African. But certainly 
some students would be better. T!reparea eulhifa1ly fha-4_ others and probably 
the mainstream engi fXmS u if.ihinki11g woula e closer- ... to the way 
language used and ideas u t orrward in white middle c ass homes than 
would be the case by and large to t n u u o es . .. Tnat would be my 
view on culture and that is so e hin& at neeas to be 'dealt z ith. In terms of 
language ... incredibly linked up witli ltu e. On t e orte and (there is) 
grammar and vocabula y and o the I 1 t er articular ways if thinking and 
structures which would b ecul.J:E!....!!! s~ecifi.a sitbject areas ke engineering. 
Again those have ta oit -encultffftttf.oirol'. · ~ q them ... The 
[students] grammar and vocabulary [level], and given that the medium of 
instruction is Englis shfdin ls hliVf..1 be t a certa n level bj lt I'm not sure 
that all our students aren't at that Leve 't~t t ere is sonfethzng more complex 
going on with languq.ge wl;lich i m ore bout the cuZ.Nf-re ofi engineering or 
discourse of engineering 
In terms of the problem solving stuff I think that one of the things that has to 
happen along with staff changing their attitudes to what they do, (like) 
becoming interested in problem solving . . . is that they need to express that to 
learners. - That the world out there demands of them that they are problem 
solvers not that its something · educational, but its something about being 
engineers and that in my mind is not coming through in any kind of 
introductory course what engineers do and how they do it and I think that 
its absolutely critical that students get told from day one - This is what 
engineering is about. I think they think, I don't know what they think 
engineering is about but they certainly get no clue about what engineering is 
about from moving from a mathematics class, CAD , communication 

18 Figures provided by the Department of Strategic Planning and Management Information (see Addendix 6), 
suggest a steady increase in the numbers of women involved in the traditional engineering disciplines. Yet 
current figures for women still indicate that numbers for women are below rather than catching up with men. 
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class ... where is the glue , where is the real world engineer? (Interview 
summaries: 10.03.2001 :5-6) 

There were speculations that lecturers were expectirig students to know, 

understand and think like an engineer. As a result of the interviews the 

lecturers were unable to provide evidence that these expectations were 

formally being taught. Instead various barriers relating to the students were 

cited as preventing them from being able to think like engineers. Responding 

to these assumptions Clint made the following comments: 

Lecturers response to why don't students think like engineers, well the 
obvious ans1ver is because you aren't teaching them to think like engineers. 
Why don't they problem solve because you aren't teaching them to problem 
solve ... They are very obvious answers ... Why aren't you asking ·what are 
your colleagues doing in the previous semesters ... why aren't they doing 
it ... (Interview summaries: 10.03.2001:5-61 

ical Engineering 

nature with clear 

ing unclear about 

what distinguished th~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

were · more concerned :with just T el). bing nten,t, and the higher levels 
I I • f 

included more complex approaches, e chd note the fJ owin~ issue: 

At no point is the tedrining"'do~; at the begin inf?: a~med tou ards being able 
to do the problems solving stuff at Btech ... so goodness knows where the 
students learn to do this, but do it they must, somewhere, somehow ... you 
would think that if it were done logically you would start to introduce 
learners to problem solving stuff earlier on in the course 
L.C: You are saying that (in) the lower levels, there doesn't seem to be any 
continuity between what is taught on the lower levels with what is expected 
by the high levels? 
Clint: Then. When I was doing this work in 99' 
L.C: I'm picking it up as well (Interview summaries: 10.03.2001:4) 

Clint's comments about the disconnected nature of the course structure links 

up with some of the points raised in relation to the fact that engendering a 

particular type of engineering ethos was not happening from the start of the 

course. The disconnection between levels of the course might also account for 
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the issue raised by both lecturers that students displayed low levels of 

engineering knowledge even though they had already completed three 

semesters of specific mechanical engineering subjects. It was also noted that 

students were unable to take proper notes, yet all students complete at least 

one semester of communication skills and .had finished three semesters of 

academic subjects requiring note taking. 

A further structural feature noted by the lecturers and course outline was that 

of a stipulated timeframe, course content and assessment methods for the 

subject. Both lecturers made comments on how course content in relation to 

timeframe impacted on their teaching methods and approaches as this 

comment by Andrew illustrates: 

Assessment as mentioned 

Bill suggests: 

'l 
0 t t .. 

This comment reveals t]:)e flisj~ncture between the features of teaching 
\" I ' 

practices in relation to assessment methods. It coUta therefore be interpreted 

that students experience teaching methods that do not match the kinds of 

assessment techniques used. In the classroom students are expected to use 

methods linked to rote-learning, while in exams more open forms of learning 

are expected. Bill suggests that to prepare for these exams 

.. . [Students need to] work through as many examples and if [they] do this 
[they] will notices a trend. You actually won't get the same questions (in the 
exam) and this is what they [students] think (Interview summaries: 
09.19.2001 :13) 
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These comments also uncover contradictions in Bill's teaching philosophy. He 

acknowledges that chalk and talk encourages rote learning,19 and that open 

book exams moves away from this approach, however previously he 

indicated that it was the mainstay of this teaching approach. 

The curriculum also consists of what is called service and mainstream 

subjects. Service subjects are Communication skills, Computer Aided Design 

[CAD] and Mathematics which are offered alongside and as support subjects 

to the mainstream subjects which represent the fundamental mechanical 

engineering knowledge areas i.e. mechanics, thermodynamics, strength of 

materials etc. The course is also offered in a practical hands-on manner, a 

feature suggested as separating a technikon approach from its university 

counterpart. 

Student descriptions 
r----.__ ...... __. .................... ._ ........ _.~ 

~~EE~~~~~~~~~~~fr learning. The 

Design III class curreFttf Ji h s 26 "students completed the 

biographical questionnaire20 accounting ?or a 72 3 sarA~le~Tife student profile 

of the case study can therefot~ be .. descri~ed as consisttn o students who are 

predominantly male (85% ), 'Black' (81 % ) in the age group 18- 24 years (77% ), 

54 % having attended other educational institutions before coming to Pentech 

(university - 15%, technical colleges or other technikons - 35% and other 

types of institutions - 4%), 81% of these courses were related to the 

engineering field and half the group had previous work experience with 61 % 

of this work experience related to their current course of study. Of interest 

here is the gender and racial composition of the class, which do not 

1 ~ The comment that students-expect the same questions to appear in the test is an indication that they are 
learning in a rote fashion and expect to find what they are exposed to in the class i.e. similar questions in the 
exams. 
20 Appendix 7 provides a copy of the question and the statistical analysis of the results. 
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correspond to the institutional or faculty21 norms. Of significance is the high 

number of students who, prior to registering for this diploma, had pursued 

related studies at other institutions.22 This is of interest especially when 

lecturers still suggest that students do not have an adequate engineering 

background. Normally it should take a student 1-1/2 years (without completing 

in-service training) to reach S4 level, the case study cohort suggest that only 

15% of the class took the required time. 42% took 2 years to reach this level of 

the course with a further 38% taking between 2 1/2 to 3 years. As only 12% of 

the cohort indicated that they completed in-service training prior to reaching 

54, the figures could suggest that the delay in reaching S4 is due to repeating 

failed subjects. 

perceptions of students startea to em,e~g . 
.----~--....:.;:;:;......-L.._---------.M.I 

not directly attempt to illi it speeific responses on how leeturers viewed their 

oth interviews. 

understanding in relaticrn ed low. 
..... (' t 

Bill suggested that this did . not only apply to the ca-se study group but to 
4 .. "I ...... 

engineering students in general: " noticed tha our ~tUd'ents, not only mechanical 

engineering but all engineering students actually lack basics". He further linked 

this inadequacy to previous educational exposure, particularly primary and 

21 Faculty of Engineering: Male: Female ratio - 68.7%: 31.3% and racial distribution: - 58.4% 'Black', 39% 
'Coloured', 2% 'White' and 0.6% 'Indian'. Figures in Electrical Engineering suggest 21.9% of the student 
population is female and 60% 'Black'. Civil Engineering has slightly larger female numbers, 24% and 'Blacks' 
constituting 64% of its student body. Female numbers in the non-traditional engineering disciplines which are 
part of the faculty at Pentech like Clothing and Textile Technology (75%), Journalism (85%), Information 
Technology (43.85) and Photography (51 %) are the only courses where female numbers match or exceed 
male numbers. 
22 The reasons for coming to Pentech were not a focus of enquiry. The high incidence of studies at technical 
colleges and technikons indicate previous exposure to mechanical engineering type course with possibly 
different foci. 
23 Some questions were directed at the possible skills and qualities lecturers valued as crucial for students to 
learn during their time at technikon and how these students could possibly learn these in the classroom. 
Addendix 5 provides the list of interview questions. 
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high school education. "How to remedy it ... I think we need to go back to primary 

school level and educate the facilitators there because even they don't know" 

Andrew raised the issue of student's low levels of exposure to various 

concepts and even tools. 

Also I realized it's a rather practical place a technikon, so I try to give them a 
lot of practical descriptions of the various things I lecture on, but even that 
they don't.seem to understand, a lot of them haven't seen an example of what 
I am talking about [and] it gets abit hard at times to get them to understand. 
I would assume that they have seen a simple thing before but a lot of them 
say they haven't (Interview summaries:09.26.2001:4) 

As indicated previously both Andrew and Bill made similar comments about 

students' inability to tackle problem solving tasks which seemed to be the 

Students' levels of dedicatibrt ·to the eta rs anCt. disdiplfile of mechanical 

engineering were also called into question, mostly stemming from perceived 

inactivity on their part and skewed expectations about how the course would 

be conducted. Students' lack of note taking during lectures was linked either 

to lack of skills, general unwillingness to take notes and an expectation 

students had about getting the notes elsewhere. As Bill describes 

.. . lack of them taking notes. Even yesterday we had a seminar on 
thermodynamics which is a 54 project on steam plants and the lecture 
theatre was packed very few [students] were taking notes, a lot were 
sleeping ... our thing is, Are they really interested? Are they dedicated? Do 
they really want to do engineering ... That, really is our biggest problem! 
(Interview summaries:09.19.2001:7) 
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Andrew brought student inactivity and levels of dedication to the course into 
question in the following example . 

. . . but what I am slowly starting to realize is that the students and I don't 
know if its through laziness or what, but they don't seem to know or care 
about what is going on. I don't know why they attend classes because if they 
aren't sleeping then they are in a daze really. If you ask them why they are 
there it's just to be seen, just to be sitting there. (Interview 
summaries:09.26.2001:4) 

Andrew provided this illustration of the note-taking problem. 

previous educational backgrouna in addition to ersonal b haviour. So its not 

just the students inability, the issue resides somewhere else, possibly primary 

and high school education. Again the issues raised earlier by Clint in relation 

to family environments and the development of social and intellectual capital 

resonates clearly with Belanger's (1994) notions of initial education and how 

its worth and quality impacts on any further education an individual might 

pursue. 

Bill introduced the notion of various barriers acting against students in 

attempting to learn the various skills and qualities deemed useful in industry. 

In particular issues of language, gender and cultural "barriers" were raised. 
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He tried to express the disjunchrre between the gender and cultural ideas and 

structures which the students come to technikon with and the new structures 

/ cultures presented by the engineering discipline. 

In many respects some of these issues emerged earlier in the chapter when 

Clint suggested it might be that students do experience problems adjusting to 

the culture or ethos of engineering (and most certainly the technikon as a 

learning environment as a whole) which is unfamiliar to them. He also raised 

the notion of how race and possibly socioeconomic circumstances might 

influence how smoothly the enculturation process may or may not be. While 

not clearly articulated, one does get the impression that the discipline itself 

promotes a specific ethos, which is distinctly foreign to most students. 

Unfortunately the focus of the interviews was not on these issues and 

made at this stage. Howe 

• 

• 

Firstly, while lifelon 

are lacking. ., , .... 
The skewed racial ratio in relation to lecturer and' stt.ide ts is noted. Thus 

lecturers who are either 'coloured' or 'white' are serving a predominantly 

'black' student body. In the traditional engineering disciplines the gender 

ratios are even starker, particularly in the case study department. This 

raises the issue of positive role modelling and whether there is a reasonable 

amount of staff identification with the kinds of issues and needs a 

predominantly 'black', educationally disadvantaged or female engineering 

student body might be experiencing. 

• Thirdly, the interviews revealed that both lecturers in the case study 

displayed lifelong learning traits. It was however unclear how these 
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qualities translated into their classroom practice and affected their 

students. 

• The teaching methods predominantly suggest that more traditional forms 

of teacher instruction are provided primarily through the use of formal 

lectures. Some indications were noted about the inclusion of more student 

centred approaches like group work, but the connection between its 

inclusion and its purpose in facilitating learning and new knowledge 

creation was unclear. 

• 

• 

A distinct culture or ethos associated with the engineering discipline was 

presented. This engineering culture was distinguished from the personal 

culture held by students. It was this personal culture that was sited, as the 

reason why students were unable to learn the skills deemed necessary by 

their chosen profession . 

perience of these 

students. 

lJ N I'lE RS I T\r l~f tJ t11 

' T ~ ... TE R T (~1 p .. 
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The interpretation and analysis of the research study is presented in this 

chapter. The case study findings are reviewed and located within the broad 

context of current understandings about lifelong learning, teaching and 

learning processes. The analysis process suggests that what is happening in 

the case study classroom in relation to teaching and learning processes is not 

only complex, but is dependent and influenced by a range of factors that 

literally resided outside the domain of the class environment i.e. departmental 

and institutional organisation and structures. The analysis is presented using 

the thematic categories used in the preceding chapter and are combined to 

suggest some overarching interpretations of the case study as concluding 

points. 

institutions in Europe C is made for the 

participated in the study as follows: Lifelong learning is given a profile in 

policy statements but there is a persistent lack of clarity over its definition and 

purposes. Lifelong learning is also often prioritized in Continuing 

Professional Development or Continuing Vocational Education units 

(2001:131). This trend is also evident at Pentech where lifelong learning is 

relegated to functions assocfated with the Centre for Continuing Education 

that functions as a separate unit from the mainstream activities of the 

institution. Lifelong learning in this context is therefore consigned to the 

realm of adult education learning activities in specific career and work related 

areas within formal and non-formal learning environments. 
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In the absence of an institutionally framed definition of lifelong learning, only 

speculative claims about an implied meaning can be presented. The stress on 

aligning courses with the demands and needs of industry and the promotion 

of " ... skills proficiency, vocational and career orientated educations" 

resonates with more economistic and human capital approaches to lifelong 

learning. As Preston (1999) and Hunt (1999) conclude, under the human 

capital banner, lifelong learning can become narrowly defined as work-related 

education and training. Taylor (2001:124) suggests that when HEis envisages 

its role as being concerned mainly with vocational functions then its view of 

lifelong learning is linked more to market-orientated and human capital views 

of learning than broader conceptualizations of the concept as held by Belanger 

(1994). 

In view of the position o 

Town Statement (2001) 

about learning revealed 

ard by the Cape 

preparing the student ~;;:;===~~~~~~:;;~~ded by industry. 

There is little to suggest th avn th C!:O tex ofu:the ,rs'1 s~dy and Pentech 

in general that " ... students learn at different times,· in different ways, for 
' ., "I r" 

I 

different purposes at various ages of their lives ana•'c 

more comprehensive notions of lifelong learning like the Cape Town 

Statement (2001:4). Any conceptualization of lifelong learning at Pentech, 

seems to link more to simplistic and temporal plane notions about the 

provision of learning opportunities which seek to ensure that learning takes 

place 'from the cradle to the grave' (Preston, 1999:562; Soobrayan (1997) in 

Walters, 1999:578; UNESCO (1979) in Candy et al, 1994:xi; Gustavsson, 

1997:239 and Brookfield, 1994:24). Viewed from Soobrayan's position, the 

temporal plane assertions of lifelong learning also places the emphasis on 

access to HEis i.e. making education and learning available throughout the 

life cycle (In Walters, 1999(b): 578). The access provision implied here can also 
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be seen as linking with the South African National Plan for Higher 

Education's strategic goals around the issue of access and redress of past 

educational inequalities (Walters, 2001(b): 3). 

The implied meaning of lifelong learning at Pentech lends itself to more 

economic discourses, but. the fact that there is no implicit definition for the 

concept could be interpreted in one of the following ways: Its inclusion in 

policy documents could be an attempt by the institution to align itself with 

national and international educational and economic trends. Lifelong learning 

is therefore used, as suggested ·by Preston (1999), as a "promotional banner" 

under which diverse problems ranging from education, the economy or social 

evils can be solved. Alternatively the lack of a concrete meaning can be seen 

as an opportunity for l;be e fue- technik"o 

significant meaning creatipn £TOCess, that seeks to define lifelong learning in a 

way that moves beyond 

eet the educative 

Characteristics of teachi1T~st 

., ... 
I 

The Candy Study (1994) suggests that 
.... 

most i-tal Cl.eterminant of whether 

or not graduates choose to become lifelong learners is the " ... climate of 

intellectual inquiry in the mstitution" (in Candy, 1996:7-8). The factors 

regarded as most influential in affecting this climate, is the degree to which 

academic staff " ... manifest a lively curiosity, a passion for their subject and a 

predisposition towards being continuous lifelong learners themselves" (1996: 

7- 8). The case study was able to confirm these assumptions. 

The case study lecturers tended to have strong industrial based experience. 

Together with the Faculty of Engineering's efforts to maintain close contact 

with its industry partners, the institution-wide staff development policy and 

the lecturers' predisposition to engage in learning projects, these lecturers 
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were aware of new developments within their discipline. What remains 

unclear however, is the extent to which these positive lifelong learning 

characteristics, displayed by the lecturers, translate or transfer into particular 

practices or methods in the classroom, which in turn assist students to 

develop lifelong learning attributes. This disjuncture is manifested by 

Andrews' inability to relate his design interest to his class. 

I would like to talk to them about it, but whether they would be interested to 
hear about it or understand what I am doing I don't know ... don't know how 
I would get them interested (Interview summaries:09.26.2001:15) 

Teaching approaches and methods 

In relation to teaching methods, the Candy Study offers very specific 

pedagogical methods for HE, whi 

isition of lifelong 

or failed to make any connection betwee eir teachi;n.g methods and student 

learning. A similar trend was evident in the Mechanical Engineering 

Department. It described it's educational methods as a series of approaches 

and techniques, but failed to mention how learning would be facilitated or the 

expected kinds of learning which may result. In addition lecturers inability to 

articulate the relationship between their teaching style and the learning 

outcomes for students, and the specific teaching methods they employed in 

class (beyond Bill's identification of the chalk and talk method of instruction), 

may be linked to a lack of pedagogical knowledge. This interpretation 

illustrates a position held by Entwistle who argues that many academic staff 
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in HE only have a rudimentary grasp of basic teaching principles (1998:181)1. 

In addition van Driel et al (1997) make the following comments about the 

theoretical basis of lecturers' understanding the classroom experience: 

" ... academic staff on the whole have had little or no systematic training in 

teaching and lack any conceptual basis through which to consider their 

classroom experience" (cited in Entwistle, 1998:189). Clint's comments around 

lecturers not being able to understand the interrelationship between methods 

of teaching and the resultant student behaviour puts the above argument in 

perspective. 

Lecturer's response to why don't students think like engineers, well the 
obvious answer is because you aren't teaching them to think like 
engineers.(Interview summaries:l0.03.2001:5-6) 

in the classroom, . with 

responsibility to students 

exploration of the 

beneficia to our current 
.... n • 

understandings of lifelong lear~g teaching and learning approaches. 

I offer two possible ir\terpretations: he first- mterpretation promotes 

Entwistle's (1998) position that lecturers lack the skills and understanding to 

implement the progressive pedagogy required by lifelong learning 

approaches. Both case study lecturers are qualified engineers who have no 

formalised education training. This lack of educational training might also 

1 This argument, is also confirmed when the staff profile of the department is reviewed to reveal that only two 
staff members have formal education and teaching qualifications. 
2 Candy (1991:411) suggests that self direction can refer to four distinct concepts. An interpretation of the 
implied notion of self direction espoused by Andrew in the case study links it either to what Candy suggest is 
the independent pursuit of learning without formal structures or a personal quality or attribute which suggest 
personal autonomy. Self direction as a means for organising instruction where the learner is given control of 
the learning situation or as a manifestation for a certain independence of mind and purpose in the learning 
situation where the learner is engaged in a self management process (Candy, 1991 :411 ), however is not 
implied in Andrew's notion. 
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account for the confusion about terminology and general lack of insight into 

the relationship between their teaching methods and the learning outcomes of 

their students. The second interpretation is guided by the conceptual 

framework of the ·mini-thesis, which takes. a more holistic and humanistic 

approach of learning in higher education .and is supportive of the values 

encapsulated in the Cape Town Statement (2001). The categories of the Cape 

Town Statement (2001), Walters argues represent" ... a systematic awareness 

of the interconnections between the macro environment, the meso 
'\ 

organisational structural context and the micro cognitive and affective 

learning interaction" (2001:4). 

The learning and teaching interaction in a particular class is therefore 

philosophy. TN I\1E RS I Tl, l~f t'1t11 

'EST R C1 E 
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In diagram 5.1 below this interconnectedness between the classroom and its 

participants and the rest of the institutional organisations and structures are 

illustrated. 

Holistic view of possible influences on the learning & 

teaching approaches found in a classroom at Pentech 

Diagram 5.1 

Institution 

Factors that impacts on learning & 
teaching 

Socio-cultural context of lecturers and 
students, initial education of student, 
curriculum structures (content, knowledge 
construction, syllabus, tirpe-tabling, 
hidden curricula), student motivation, an 
interest in the course I discipline 

Factors that impact on ability of department to d1e~lhle~-~~;;;§~;;;;~~;;~g;~§.g~f.i.=;:~==~:=::;:~~=-1 
services, its ethos & philosophy & on learnin~ 

teaching in classroom. T 
Framework of Institution, Strategic Partnership}Jd 
Linkages, Research, Teaching and Learning 
Processes, Administration Policies and Mechanism 
Student Support Systems and Services and 
Political and Organisational pressures. (Cape Town 
Statement - Characteristic elements) · 

J 

.,. 
CentJXti of Ciscipline, ethos of department, learning & 
teachin-g philosophy of department, service & support 
philos phy: Teaching and Leaming processes, 
Administration Policies and Mechanism, Student 
Support Systems and Services. (Cape Town 
Statement - Characteristic elements) 
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If one accepts this interpretation then the reason for the marginal 

representation of lifelong learning teaching and learning processes in the case 

study is linked to the fact that the department of Mechanical Engineering, the 

Faculty of Engineering and Pentech as a whole do not support, promote and 

value these kinds of learning and teaching approaches. 

Curriculum Issues 

The assertion by the lecturers that industry determines the skills development 

occurring during the course can be construed as reducing education to the 

needs of the economy (Walters, 1999(b) · and Gustavsson, 1997). 

humanistic approaches, 

learner is positioned at 

1999(b)). Cave's (1981:17 

educational pursuits art93ne31J~~~~~~~~~~~ 

life and holding a dyna r e, is als9 absent. 
. ~I ' .. 

i' "I F" ..... 11 
There is very little evidence from the ca stu y t uggest at the curriculum 

structures put forward by the Candy Study (1994)[said to contribute to the 

development of lifelong learning competency] are incorporated into the 

Design III subject or in the diploma course in general3. While both lecturers 

were able to identify skills and qualities, students need to acquire and learn, 

there is a degree of sceptism of whether these skills are taught or could be 

taught at all. 

3 The only possible curriculum trait, which could be interpreted as resonating with the Candy Study; is the 
subject's aim of developing a problem-solving competency. Problem-solving could be regarded as a 'learning 
to learn' skills advocated by the Candy Study (cited in Walters and Watters, 2000:14). 
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The curriculum of a subject cannot be isolated from the overall curriculum 

structure of the entire course of which it is a part. Data from the study 

revealed that the diploma course in Mechanical Engineering does not strongly 

comply with the five characteristics suggested by the Candy Study (Candy et 

al, 1994:xii and Candy, 1996:7). The course does not " ... provide a systematic 

introduction to the field of study" [Mechanical Engineering] or " ... offer a 

comparative or contextual framework for viewing the field of study". It 

attempts to broaden the student and provide generic skills, however lecturers 

of · the Design III class still felt that students lacked basic engineering 

knowledge and were unable to take notes4 even though they were in the final 

semester of the course. The course · offers little "freedom of choice and 

flexibility in structure"5 and it is difficul t 

development of self-direcr:te,.._,.....= == 

The strength of the Cape 

is the inclusion of a co 

advocated by the above statem~nt. Most of the learners were younger than 24 
I I 

years old (77%) and more than half have previous engineering based, formal 

education or work experience (61 % ). One could speculate that this reservoir of 

experiences could be drawn on. Furthermore not only were different ways of 

knowing not valued, it was cited in some instances as being a barrier to 

learning. While the Cape Town Statement (2001:10) suggests that through 

valuing different knowledges, marginalized groups are allowed to participate 

4 The lack of note taking and problem-solving skills can be attributed to the lack of attention and status given 
to 'learning to learn' and 'information literacy' skills during the course. These skills are in all probability 
relegated to the domain of Communication Skills which acts as a service subject to the mainstream 
mechanical engineering based subjects. This might also be raising questions about the status of service 
subjects in relation to the subject discipline subjects. 
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" ... in the creation and dissemination of knowledge", inthe case study a sense 

of distance and exclusion for these groups is created. The analysis of how 

knowledge is dealt with in the curriculum is further confirmed when the 

curriculum structure of the diploma course is assessed. 

The closest the conceptual frameworks provided by the Candy Study(1994) 

and Cape Town Statement(2001) move to promoting the development of a 

specific culture through the curriculum, is the implied development of a 

lifelong learning ethos. The Candy Study (1994:xiii), through the inclusion of 

provisions to provide a systematic introduction to the field of study and offer 

a contextual framework for viewing the field of study, could be interpreted to 

imply the development ation to the discipline being 

studied. As mentioned~,_~:.......=:~.-..-....~"--=.;;;.;,:~~:.::.; 

as the disparity 

t~cj to our P:V¥rtClf.M s0cialization and 

membership to an initial cculturating g OUP. (Gee,...1990~151). Any discourse, 
I ..... 

which is acquired or involve institutions (i.e. school, business, engineering) 

beyond the family, is developed by having access to and being able to practice 

the values, skills and language associate with this discourse. These discourses 

are regarded as secondary discourses. The engineering culture or ethos could 

therefore be seen as an engineering discourse, which regulates appropriate 

behaviours, values and beliefs for those who belong to it. What Clint in his 

discussion around the perceived barriers to learning, is alluding to, is the fact 

5 While there is some freedom in the choice of electives, the rigid course structure allows little scope to move 
outside the lecture structures of the formal timetable. 
6 A 'discourse' according to Gee is a "way of displaying (through words, actions, values and beliefs) 
membership to a particular social group or social network" (1990:142). 
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that students in the case study are not being given an opportunity through the 

course to fully acquire and learn a secondary discourse of engineering. As a 

result they resort or fall back on their primary discourse, adjusting it in 

various ways to try and fit to the needed functions of the secondary discourse. 

Gee suggests that this is a very common trait, which, nevertheless almost 

always results in socially disastrous consequences (1990:153). 

The curriculum structure can be analysed using the approach advocated by 

Bernstein (1971) (In Ross, 2000:98). The curriculum is described in relation to 

its classification (which illustrate the construction and maintenance of 

boundaries between the contents of the curriculum, their interrelationship and 

the lecturer and 

transmission and 

inspection of the 

A strong frame suggests that theJectur 
I ' 

appropriate material and content to be transmitted, the pace of learning is 

determined either by the lecturer or curriculum (duration of course) and the 

lecturer is regarded as having all the information needed to be learnt by the 

student. In a collection code curriculum, lecturers are regarded as subject 

specialists who are responsible for the transmission of a body of knowledge 

defined outside the classroom (i.e. industry in relation to the case study), 

subjects are clearly distinguished and the pace and direction of learning is 

fixed either by the lecturer or the demands of the syllabus (Bernstein, in Ross, 

2000:99). It could be argued that the kind of curriculum code proposed by the 
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holistic framework of the Cape Town Statement would be an integrated one7 

(characterized by a weak frame and classification structure) where lecturers 

co-operate with each other and their students, the power and authority of the 

lecturer is concealed and projects and topics are used to organize content. 

Furthermore the direction of learning seems less focused and more open to 

negotiation and open to the needs and pace of the students (Bernstein, in 

Ross, 2000:99). 

From this discussion it is clear that the structure of the curriculum also 

determines and shapes the construction of knowledge in the classroom, the 

relationship between lecturer and student and whether the needs of the 

interrogated how 

sions to its more 

affect the learning 

of the curriculum 
~~~~~g 

life on the one hand and becqmin lifelong leame;i;s Ofl e th er. 

Student descriptions 

When describing the findings of the research study, a distinction was made 

between curriculum issues and student description. If we acknowledge that at 

the heart of any curriculum are notions about students, - this would certainly 

be the case in any humanistic approach to curriculum development - then any 

discussion about the curriculum would include views and descriptions of the 

7 The integrated projects mentioned by Clint might relate more strongly with Bernstein's notions put forward 
above. 
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student. I would therefore like to infuse the interpretations around student 

descriptions with those of the curriculum issues and suggest that these two 

categories are interlinking. 

An assessment of the student profile of the case study suggests that the 

majority of students are 'black' and male. Arguments presented describe the 

initial education most 'black' students experience. These arguments illustrate 

a rather bleak initial education environment, which m.ight negatively impact 

on the levels of preparedness these students have when entering HE learning 

environments. (Herman, 1998i Walters, 1999(b), and Hall, 2001). 

What these authors are Belanger's 

generated as a result o 

part of initial education. The
1
qualiw of tf,is initial ed~cation not only becomes 

the building block in determining success in future educational activities, it 

also impacts on how future learning activities are viewed and valued.a 

Viewing learning from a holistic lifelong learning approach acknowledges 

that a disadvantaged initial education would affect all other learning activities 

including those ht HE. The comments by the case study lecturers about 

students' lack of basic engineering knowledge are therefore valid 

8 One could speculate that if Xolani's (a 'black' engineering student at Pentech) initial education experiences 
were predominantly moulded around rote-learning approaches, with little emphasis placed on the value of 
reading and asking questions, this would influence how learning at Pentech would be framed. It would not be 
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descriptions. Students' disadvantaged and poor quality initial education 

might account for their inability to successfully engage with the requirements 

and norms of their current learning environment. 

It might also account for the reason why only marginally more than % of the 

case study cohort took the minimum prescribed period to reach their current 

level of study. This finding aligns well with general throughput rates at HEis 

in South Africa today (in Walters, 2001(b): 4). A tracer study conducted by 

Koen (2000) into the length of time students take to complete a 3-year degree 

at the University of the Western Cape9, found that only 1/3 of full time 

students completed their studies in the minimum prescribed period (cited 

Walters, 2001(b): 4). This low throughp_ut rate might be indicative of many 

ot be excluded. 

department as a 

case. Andrew's comment about his students' behaviour however highlights 

the gap which exists between the world experiences of an inexperienced 

'white' lecturer, - whose own initial education was certainly an affirming one 

and due to the wealth of his intellectual and social capital was able to r~ach 

unlikely that Xolani would assume that learning in this new context would also be informed by those 
encountered in initial education. 
9 A HBI located in Bellville, Cape Town, and less than one kilometer away from Pentech. These two 
institutions are literally neighbours. 
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the full attainment of his abilities,10- in relation to the socio-cultural and 

economic realities experienced by his predominantly 'black' students. 

The final point made above raises the issue about the nature of the staff profile 

and how this impacts on how students are perceived. The correlation between 

the racial profile of staff in relation to students at Pentech is particularly 

skewed. Though as Walters (2001(b)) indicates this feature is not particular to 

Pentech. She suggests that while changes (sometimes dramatic as illustrated 

at Pentech) in the demographic profile of students have taken place, these 

have not been matched by similar changes in the composition of staff. As a 

result women and 'black' people remain under represented in academic and 

professional positions in HEis (2001fb):.6). :\Walters makes a crucial point, 

student behaviour and . .__~~.~ · class. She argues 

e increased, these 

e curricula, the 

S Yoftht" 
The case study also exposed Ci:ertain s dent beha,viou i.e. the inability to 

I ..... 
take notes, problem -solve and general inactivity in class), which lead 

lecturers to question students' levels of dedication to their course and field of 

study in general. The arguments presented earlier regarding curriculum 

structures and the quality of initial education provide some insights. The 

position of Beaty (1997) that correlates student approaches to learning (and 

possible behaviour in class) to their reasons for continuing their studies at 

higher education also needs consideration. Beaty suggests that students 

10 In the interview with Andrew, he mentioned that while at school we worked in the motorcycle shop and had 
access to his own workshop with all the necessary tools. He ascribes these factors as crucial to the 
development of his current level of practical mechanical skills, even though he went to a university where the 
focus is more on the theoretical aspects of mechanics. 
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display differences in relation to their learnffig orientations. Learning 

orientations not only identify vocational, academic, personal and social 

orientations, but also account for variations in the focus of interest in ones 

studies. Students either have an intrinsic interest in the actual content of the 

course or an extrinsic concern with the qualification or with moving up the 

educational 'ladder' without any clear goal (In Herman, 1998:186). One could 

speculate that because technikons promote an image that closely links a 

diploma (particularly in the engineering field) with employment and status, 

for many 'black' students the extrinsic interest combined with the economic 

realities most have to face, far outweighs more intrinsic motivations for 

completing a course. 

VVhat has emerged 

description of the case~rn.QL}';:::alJLQ..~:Jltl~U~~:..ru;~~ 

interplay between motiv~r1'r'f'°"A1'~~1P 

encountered within the 
~~~~~§~ 

Pentech) to take cognizance of 

curriculum and peda ~al s 

changes in the demogr~p, ic p~ofile. of ~eir tu dept f o Rl. ti~n, may account 

for some of the descriptions of the students presented in the case study. 

Limitations of the case study 

A key limitation of the case study methodology relates to generalisablity 

(Punch, 1998: 153). Although Denzin(1983) argues that generalisation should 

not necessarily be the objective of all research projects whether they are case 

studies or not (in Punch, 1998: _ 154). As Riley (1990) suggests it should be 

recognised that the interpl'.etations offered here are personal and other 

interpret~tions of the data and the findings will always be possible. This 
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research study is a limited case study and there is a certain level of 

uncertainty as to how far the interpretations can be taken outside the case 

study environment. The possibilities for implementation raised in the final 

chapter, therefore need to be viewed in light of these comments. 

The focus of the study was on the lecturers' understanding and experience of 

their own teaching and learning approaches. A consequence of this is that the 

voice and perception of the student is absent. This lack of insight into the 

realm of student learning in an HE environment is an obvious limitation of 

this study. The use of observation methods may have helped to corroborate 

some of the behaviours described by lecturers. Furthermore, interviews with 

learning experiences of 

studies affects learning a 

The analysis of the findJ°iJ hbw; Ji 

e extent to which 

understanding of stuqeI11.t- 1le~w- experience;s .... "Y'ithi~ the HEI context 

particularly within a lifelong learning framework. Such understandings 

would significantly assist any attempts to implement holistic and humanistic 

approaches of lifelong learning in a higher education context. Further research 

into the contextual realities of learners initial and diffuse learning 

environments and their impact and influence on learning undertaking in HE 

would be extremely beneficial to understanding the complexity of 

implementing lifelong learning strategies in the South Africa higher education 

context. 
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The case study focused primarily on the learning and teaching approaches 

advocated by the Candy Study (and to a lesser degree by those of the Cape 

Town Statement) that encourages students to become lifelong learners. As a 

result it did not adequately interrogate issues of knowledge construction in 

the classroom, lecturers theoretical understandings of pedagogical and 

curriculum structures and the underlying values promoted, by the curriculum 

or how the racial demographics of staff impact on the development of lifelong 

learning attributes. Only speculative claims on these issues have been offered. 

Concluding comments 

In summary, the analysis of the case stu-dy; findings have resulted in the 

both internal and external to tfue site of the classrc.mm. .As a result it was 

difficult to illustrate these interrelated connections by separating each of these 

influences (i.e. the view on lifelong learning, characteristics of teaching staff, 

teaching methods and curriculum issues) into the neatly defi?ed boundaries 

of the various thematic categories. In the interest of continuity and clarity I 

however decided to present the interpretations using these thematic 

categories followed by concluding comments, which seek to illustrate the 

overall interconnections. 
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The case study provides a window into the reality of the current state of 

learning and teaching practices at Pentech. It also raises the complexity of 

introducing a lifelong learning philosophy to direct and shape not only 

curriculum and pedagogical development at a HEI but the overall functioning 

of the institution. 

• Pentech' s approach to lifelong learning seems to mirror current national 

and international trends in this area. While lifelong learning is given some 

priority in policy statements, little clarity is provided around its meaning 

or purposes for the institution. Any conceptualizations of lifelong learning 

held by Pentech are framed alongside adult education provisions through 

the Centre for Continuing Education and reside outside mainstream 

academic activities. Its implied meaning resonates more with human 

• The characteristics 

characteristics that 

determinant of wHe 

learners" (In Candy i ~9.,P: }7-8). 

ecome lifelong 

ever unable to 

show how these cha:i;acteristics are ansferred in the classroom and 
I , 1fl 

actually results in learners displaying lifelong learning attributes. In 

relation to the staff racial profiles at the institution, evidence suggests 

these to be particularly skewed. It supported trends in South African 

HEI' s that changes in the racial demographics of student populations 

have not been matched by those of staff demographics or changes in the 

nature of the curricula, pedagogy, structural arrangements or ethos. Since 

the study did not seek to investigate the racial demographics of staff 

impacts on lifelong learning, only speculative claims of racial and gender 

role modeling are made. 
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The analysis of the case study further suggests that teaching and learning 

approaches used only marginally correlate with those proposed by the 

Candy Study (1994) and Cape Town Statement (2001). In accounting for 

the possible reasons for this, the analysis suggests that firstly, lecturers do 

not possess suitable pedagogical skills and understandings to implement 

these approaches. Secondly, the pedagogical and curriculum framework 

of the department and institution do not promote or facilitate the 

incorporation of these lifelong learning approaches. 

• In attempting to understand whether the curriculum framework of the 

case study adheres to those suggested by the Candy Study (1994) and 

Cape Town Statement (2001), the analysis concluded that there was little 

evidence to confirm this. The lack 0£ a systematic introduction into the 

viewing the field of s 

being unable to lear 

curriculum 

framework 

resembled a collection code type and this had specific implications of how 

knowledge was constructed, the position held by lecturers and students 

in the classroom and how subject content was processed. It is proposed 

that curricula classified as collection code types do not support lifelong 

learning approaches. Suggestions were also proposed that the curriculum 

of the case study did not adequately acknowledge or accommodate the 

initial education experiences of its learners. Of particular importance is 

the realization of the interrelated nature of the classroom curriculum 

structures with those espoused by the institution as a whole. The value of 

the Cape Town Statement's (2001) systematic and holistic approach to 
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implementing lifelong learning at HEis is recognised. Without such an 

approach the kinds of curriculum formulation suggested by the Candy 

Study (1994) is unlikely to be implemented at a classroom level. 

• The descriptions of students in this case study confirm the importance of 

Belanger' s (1994) framework of lifelong learning which sees learning as 

the totality of all learning activities undertaken during the life cycle. It 

concludes that all learning formal, informal and non-formal is interlinked 

and that the quality of learning in the first cycle i.e. initial education 

determines future patterns of learning for that individual. In addition it is 

counterproductive to focus on only one aspect i.e. HE without 

considering the impact of other parts of the whole i.e. initial education 

influences of these le 

so ensure that the 

ccommodate the 

l.JN J'lERSITY l~f tht11 
rE .. T 
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Final Chapter 

Implementation possibilities for lifelong learning teaching and learning 

approaches in higher education in South Africa. 

The purpose of the case study was to obtain an in-depth understanding of the 

nature of lifelong learning teaching and learning approaches within the 

context of a South African technikon environment. Through the articulation of 

some of the case study insights, possibilities within higher education for 

implementing lifelong learning approaches advanced by the Candy Study 

(1994) and Cape Town Statement (2001), are explored. 

The South African context presents a unique challenge to lifelong learning. 

The competing needs of economic develo ment, social justice and equity 

ls in society reach 

then also include the a e1opme a-= tive citizensli.i_w and democracy, 
..... ' ' l. f~ 

allowing individuals to engage meaningful!,y in the debates and activities of 

the country on social, political, economic and culturai le els. Lifelong learning 

from this position in higher education is presented as an opportunity to 

appease both the needs of the economy and those of social justice and equity 

in South Africa. 

Holistic and humanistic approaches to lifelong learning represent a visionary 

yet complex approach to higher education, particularly to teaching and 

learning processes. It demands of institutions, educators and researchers in 

this context, to look beyond their learning environment arid acknowledge the 

impact and influence of initial, diffuse and other adult education 

environments and formal, informal and non-formal learning activities. This 
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broadened focus is both a challenging and intimidating experience that 

requires the vision and political will of those who lead higher education 

institutions. 

The implementation of lifelong learning from this position requires major 

structural, pedagogical and curricula interventions. Changes in pedagogical 

and curricula strategies can only occur over time and are very demanding. 

Changes of this nature therefore require continued commitment not only from 

academic staff but also from management. Pedagogical and curricula changes 

also necessitate intense skills development for academic staff in the area of 

pedagogy and adult education methodologies. Skills development will enable 

lecturers to understand the nature of the learning environment in higher 

environments in Sou 

Presented by the characte f'i sm ents, es]l?ec"ally.rin relation to their initial 
I t.. n t • 

and diffuse learning experiences..' their interest and motivations for continued 

studies and their approaches to learning. The Cancl.y 's dy (1994) provides a 

very useful assessment tool against which teaching, learning and curriculum 

development within higher education can be judged. It is a useful guide for 

identifying the kinds of lifelong learning methods that need to be introduced 

and a constructive benchmark to direct implementation approaches. On the 

cautionary side however the Candy Study is a valuable identification and 

assessment tool, but provides no practical direction or methods for 

implementing the teaching and learning processes it proposes. The 

generalisation of the Candy Study to the contextual realities of the South 

African higher education environment is also raised as a contentious issue. 
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The recommendations of the Candy Study, if implemented are insufficient on 

their own to enact an institution wide lifelong learning ethos. One could 

speculate that implementing the recommended approaches by itself might be 

insufficient to contribute to the development of lifelong learning attributes for 

students. Implementing a holistic and systematic approach to lifelong 

learning in higher education, assumes that students and staff are firstly, seen 

as lifelong learners and secondly, encouraged to become lifelong learners. 

Any attempt to introduce lifelong learning from this standpoint would need 

to approach implementation from the position of the Cape Town Statement 

(2001). The Statement proposes that only through an enabling environment 

(for both staff and students), that supports and regulates practice across all 

institutional functions will a true lifelong learning higher education institution 

institution should be acknow ledged with modifications and adaptations to the 

elements of the statement ade a req · ed. ©Wy · ~en a institution adopts 

R 

facilitate its path 

and learning 

E 
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PENINSUIA 

VISION 

• THE PENINSULA TECHNIKON SHALL 
BE A CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE FOR ---' ---CAREER EDUCATION. 

• THE TECHNIKON SHALL BE 
RECOGNIZED BY THE COMMUNITY, 
COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY AS 
WELL AS THE PUBLIC SECTOR AS 

APPENDIX 1 

TECHNIKON 

MISSION 

BEING RESPONSIVE TO THE .;;;;;~§~§~~~~~ 
NEEDS OF SOCIETY. .=:: 

• THE TECHNIKON SHALL BE A TN I 'l E 
NON-RACIAL, NON-SEXIST ANO : s T E 
DEMOCRATIC COMMUNITY. 

r 
F-AEILITAT.IN :APPROPRIATE TUITION, 
o-qPERATIVE EDUCATIO,N AND 

SUPPORT ACCORDING TO THE 
ACADEMIC NEEDS OF OUR STUDENTS. 

VALUES 
WE BELIEVE IN: 

MUTUAL RESPECT 
TRUST 
FREEDOM WITH 
RESPONSIBILITY 
UNITY OF PURPOSE 
LOYALTY 
ACCOUNTABILITY 
HONESTY 

• ENCOURAGING STAFF 
COMMITMENT TO QUALITY 
EDUCATION AND SERVICE. 

• OFFERING PROGRAMMES FOR 
EDUCATIONALLY DISA'oVANTAGED 
STUDENTS. 

• FOSTERING LIFELONG LEARNING. 
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APPENDIX2 

The Teaching and Leaming Processes of the Cape Town Statement 

[2001] 

Educators encourage .setf-directoo 1.eaming, engage with the knowledges, 
fnteresiand life situations which Jeamers bring ta theireducation and use open 
and resource based learning approaches. 

• Educators engage wlth the knowledges, fnterest and life situations that 
learners contribute to the teaching I learning processes and they build on the 
resources and experiences of the learners. Different 'ways of knowing' are 
valued which enable marginalized social groups to be full participants in the 
creation and dissemination of know/edge. 

• Educators facintate and manag:e learning rather than dispense information. 
Learners are seen by educators as co-creators of knm;vtedge and are often 
encourag:ed to partidpate in the tle'Si:gn of learning activities including 
mechanisms or contrnuous evaluation and feedback. 

• Educators recognise the need for reflective I practice based learning. 

·• 

• The institution make it15~eurc&cbased learning enviro11ment accessible to 
learners wherever they ar~~ not ju t ©A sampus. Learh~nf a e-8encouraged to 
make use .of support services .. S,.tJCh as the library. Such services are made 
available through suital)fe technology acc;otding to the need's of the students' 
off-campus as well as on campus. 

• Course presentation and opportunities to enroll for an study courses include 
the use of multi-and combined-media delivery and support, utilising the 
technolog1es, both o1d and new, and the ftexibie learning structures of open 
and distance teaming. Th1s tncludes print, correspondence, mass media, 
occasional face.:.to-face tutorials and study groups, /CT etc. 

• Provision is made for self-paced independent study by providing for 
students to study effectively wherever, whenever and whatever pace is 
appropriate for them. 

• Assessment takes place in various forms and continuously. 

~ Programmes include opportunities for exper1ential learning {e.g. field work, 
workplace learning, communey seNice learning). 
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APPENOIX3 

The Cape Town Statements' six sets of characteristic elements, which are 
necessary to support a lifelong, learning higher education institution. [2001 :6] 

Characteristic Elements 

1. Overarching 
Frameworks 

2. Strategic Partnerships 
and Linkages 

3. Research 

4.. Teaching an 
Leaming Proee · 

5 .. 

6. Student Supl)ort ~. r le;mer are" I ~upported to become 
s stems and Services inaependent learners in various ways. 

i 

i 

I 

I 
I 
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APPENDIX 3 

A brief synopsis of each element and the motivation behind its inclusion, 

1. Overarching Frameworks 

This category is included to promote the argument that individual programmes grounded 

in a lifelong learning framework cannot exist in a vacuum and needs the support of an 

enabling system. [Walters, 2001 :5]. 

2. Strategic Partnerships and Linkages 

The need for networking both within the institution and across institutions in civil society 

including the economy and government is promoted. [Walters, 2001 :6J. 

3. Research 

The promotion and recognition of a range of research approaches and research subjects 

is central to this characteristic, and as Walters argues represents in many ways some of 

the core shifts required by the institutioi:t 

nsive list of provisions to 

promote. the development 

in particular the recognu~t·i·t1o1-~- ~~~·~1 ~~~:::=!======= 

of tht:' 
5, Administration Policies ~nd Meehanis 

.... 
This characteristic suggests that crucial to whether a lifelong learning HEI can exist is the 

level to which the institution is effectively and efficiently administered. Lifelong learning 

HEl's therefore promote and embrace notions of lifelong learning in their information 

booklets and mission statements, prior learning is recognised and programmes are in 

place to facilitate implementation of recognition of prior learning, more flexible curricular 

options are introduced and there is increased flexibility in progression rates, movement 

between different study modes and entry and exit points. 

6. Student Support Systems and Services 

The provision of various support structures to ensure that learners are able to achieve 

and succeed in the higher education environment is seen as critically important. The 

needs of part-time, distant and students with disability are also put on the agenda. 
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APPENDIX4 

Mechanical Engineerjng Course Structure 
Mechanical Engineering Design Hf - Case Study class 

Undergraduate engineering diploma courses at tectmikon's are typically run on a 

semester basis (Le. 6 months) In oroerto be awarded a diploma in any of the engineering 

offel'ing at Pentech, {this i"s also consistent at an other techn~kon's in South Africa) 

students need to complete four semesters of theoretical study based at the institution and 

two semesters of in-seNice training or experiential training at a co-operating accredited 

industrial employer. Students at Pentech have two options when constructing their 

diploma: 

1. They can complete the theoretical component of the course first and then 

complet:e the in-service training component {complete S1-S41hen go out on in

service training]. 

2. They can "sandwich" the in-service component between the theoretical ones 

subject options they nave a cnoice f So1her eleetive oetrerys. I g neraf each subject is 
I 

allocated +- 6 hours of formal contact time i.e. lectures, praticals, lab time or tutorials per 

week. This usually leaves ihe student with +- 5 out of a toial of 45 free periods a week, 

which · is described as Hnormalu for the engineering disciplines. 

The Mechanical Engineering Design Ill ciassroom is a S4 level subject. A pre-requisite 

for taking this subject is Mechanical Engineering Design H and Strength of Materials, 

which is offered at the S3 level and Communication Skills offered at S1 level. Students 

typically have contact time with the lecturer on a Tuesday with lectures running from 11 

am - 4 pm. It is suggested thal this subject offers the most integrated approach to the 

diploma and draws on many of the skills, practices, theories and knowledges developed 

during the course .Of the diploma. 
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Guiding Interview Questions 

Questions directed at Design Ill lecturers 

Overarching Question Sub - questions 

What kinds pf teaching • 
methods do you use in • 
your classroom? 

• 

• 

• 

Leaming as it applies to . • 
you. 

.. 

APPENDIX 5 

could you tell me sometning 

ton what happensln the 

not? 

Clint's interview themes ~ 1 
·f . Background informafion 

a. What was your rofein mechanlcaf engineering 
b. When dfd you work tfiere?Whaf period did you work there? 
c. ·in wfiaf capadfy did you work In Mechanfcal engfneerlng? What was your f evef offnteracffon 

·Willi tecfurers·in-ffle deparunent? 
2. How can fhe teaching methods most commonfy be described in mechanfcaf engineering departmenf1 
3. fssue of'sfudent profile; as defined by LC. Your comments on these 

a. Cuftural/Gender/Language barriers as perceived by fecturers 
5. Leaming·issues·nofed bytedftirers 

f Students don't seem fnterestedfn career i fieid 
If. Students do no{ fake or are not abfe to fake nofes 
·iii. Lack of problem solving skfffs and criffcaf fhfnklng skiffs fn students 
iv. Types of expectations that students-have i.e. notes wilt be provided, that course is the 

correct one for them, wfiaf ffefd/professfon fs about and nature of job prospects 
c. How does the department deaf with these kf nds of Issues? · 

4. Course conferif- extent !impact of syffabus constraints on feachfng? 
5. GuH1cU1i:im sffuefure: Based on now-me cuWicutum is structured, Whafls rne key objective ofthe course? 

What does the course hope fo achfeve? 
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PENINSULA TECHNIKON 
WOMEN IN ENGINEERING: 1985, 1995, 2000, 2001 ENROLMENTS 

. .. ,- . 
(Excluding Enrolments Subsequently Cancelled) 

As at 10/19/01 

Year F M Total %F 
Civil Engineering 1985 0 62 62 0.0% 

1995 26 261 287 9.1% 
2000 94 300 394 23.9% 
2001 98 3'05 403 24.3% 

Electrical Engineering 1985 49 50 2.0% 
1995 30 467 497 6.0°/~ 
2000 103 432 535 19.3% 
2001 108 385 493 21.9% 

Mechanical Engineering 1985 0 25 25 0.0% 
1995 38 468 506 7~5% 
2000 125 558 683 18.3% 
2001 148 593 741 20.0% 

Chemical Engineering 1985 0 0 0 n/a 
1995 41 128 169 24 .3% 
2000 100 133 1.-:....,_. 233 42.9% 
2001 

TOTAL 1985 
1 135 ) 13~4 11 1459 9.3% 

2000 
2001 "--448 ~ 1403 :1 851 '( 24. 0'1, 

II 

• .lwi...---1...ill.. -· 
,,___, ..... _ ... 

Note. The above figures represent enrolments:to:i: ~lneer~n§ <'fiTh lH'icattons--only~ 

They do not reflect total enrolments in Pentech Departments. 
For example, Chemical Eng_ineering st~d ts all .wi hi th e~G)epa m{n 9f1 

Physical Science. The Department also tias Analytical Chemistry enrolments, 
but these are not reflected here. 

APPENDIX6 

In form/query/students/women _in_ eng_ 01 
1 0/19/01 Sheet!, Page 1 of 1 

Department of Strategic Planning 
and Management Information 
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APPENDIX 7 

Lifelong Learning Research Study 
Stud~nt Biographical Information Sheet 

Please complete the following questionnaire. It will only be used for research 
purposes and only the researcher will have access to the information provided. 

Name 

Surname 

Date of birth Current age 
Place of birth MALE FEMALE 
Home Address Study Address (if different from Home) 

Tel: ( ...... ) ..... . .... .. ...... ... . 
Cell: ...... ) ... ·········' ·· ... ... . 

Please indicate you 

1. lri~tvhat ear did 
Before 1996 1999 

TN I\1ERSilT\;r ofthi' 
3. Did you attend any other educaf anal ips ittJtioR afte you matriculated, but before you came to 
Pentech? If yes please indicate the name ofthe institution and the dourse you completed. 

YES NO 
Name of institution Name of course I 
4. Have you had any work experience before you started your diploma? If yes please indicate if it 
was related or unrelated to our current course. · 

YES NO Related to course Unrelated to Course 

1 Yi rears 2 ears 2 Yi - 3 ears More than 3 ears 

6. In-service training : When do you intend completing your in-service training? If you have already 
com leted in-seivice trainin please indicate this as well. 

After S4 Completed after Completed after Received a credit Other options 
S2 S3 

7. When will ou ear will ou raduate? 
2001 2003 After 2004 

Man)' thanks for your participation 

I 

i 
i 
! 

I 

I 
I 
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